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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to estimate the impact of offshore wind power
projects on beach recreation on the East Coast of the United States. This is done using
stated-preference contingent-behavior data from a 2015 online survey of 2,051
randomly drawn residents over 20 states on the east coast. The data were stratified to
oversample beachgoers, but included non-beachgoers as well. Respondents were shown
visual simulations of offshore wind power projects as they would have appeared on a
beach they recently visited and were asked how their presence would have affected their
beach trips.
This dissertation focuses on three core questions: (1) the effect of offshore wind
power projects on a beachgoer‘s beach experience, (2) the likelihood that a beachgoer
would change their trip plans due to the presence of an offshore wind power project,
and (3) the likelihood that a beachgoer or non-beachgoer would take a special trip to see
an offshore wind power project. In all cases, I am interested in the effect of offshore
wind power at different distances offshore. This is critical because the cost of placing
wind power projects farther offshore may increase the cost of delivering the energy
generated. Commensurately, the impacts of offshore wind power on beach recreation
are likely to decline with the distance they are located offshore. This dissertation
quantifies this latter impact.
These three core questions are analyzed in the context of economic models of
choice using ordered or standard logit models. As expected, the impacts decrease the
farther wind power projects are located offshore. Fifty-three percent of the respondents
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report their beach experience would worsen if the project is located 2.5 miles offshore.
This percentage falls as the projects are moved farther from the coast – 48%, 38%, 29%,
20%, 16% and 10% at 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 and 20 miles from shore, respectively. At the
same time, 10% of respondents report that their beach experience would improve if
projects are located 2.5 miles from shore. This number increases to 17% at 20 miles
from shore.
Trip change rates increase the closer the offshore wind power projects are from
the shore. Twenty-seven percent of beachgoers said they would change their beach trip
plans if the turbines are 2.5 miles offshore. 21%, 13%, 11%, 6%, 4% and 4% of
beachgoers said they would change their beach trip plans if the projects are 5, 7.5, 10,
12.5, 15 and 20 miles from shore, respectively. Seventeen percent of beachgoers say
they would substitute beaches if the turbines are 2.5 miles from shore. 16%, 9%, 8%,
5%, 3% and 2% of beachgoers would substitute beaches if the projects are 5, 7.5, 10,
12.5, 15 and 20 miles from shore, respectively.
With these trip change rates, consumer losses may be expected at beaches with
wind power projects as close as 2.5 miles and as far as 20 miles. At Rehoboth Beach,
Delaware, there is a consumer loss of roughly $225 million if the turbines are 2.5 miles
from shore. The consumer loss falls to $37.5 million if the turbines are 20 miles from
shore. At Fenwick Island, Delaware, consumer losses are smaller: $16.9 million if the
turbines are 2.5 miles from shore and $3 million if the turbines are 20 miles from shore.
Ocean City, Maryland, and Ocean City, New Jersey show consumer losses of $219
million and $214 million, respectively, if the turbines are 2.5 miles from shore. At 20
miles from shore, the consumer losses are $29 million and $36 million in Ocean City,
Maryland, and Ocean City, New Jersey, respectively.
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The likelihood of respondents taking a special trip just to see the offshore wind
power projects was also investigated. On average, 9% of respondents would take a
special trip to see the projects. Seventy percent of respondents reported that this would
be a one-time visit.
In addition, this dissertation covers response data on expected impacts on beach
property, the likelihood of taking a boat tour to see a wind power project, and the
perceived impact on tourism. On average, 20% of respondents would take a boat tour of
the wind power projects at costs ranging from $10, $25, $35, $50, $100, $150 and $300.
Fourteen percent of respondents believe offshore wind power projects would either
increase or moderately increase tourism. Thirty-six percent believe they would instead
decrease or moderately decrease tourism.
Thirty percent of respondents who own a primary residence within 5 miles of an
ocean beach said they would either sell or likely sell their property as a result of the
offshore wind power projects‘ proximity. Twenty-eight percent of respondents who
own a secondary residence in or near a beach community said they would either sell or
likely sell their property because of the wind power projects. Thirteen and twenty-seven
percent of primary and secondary residence owners, respectively, believe the value of
their properties will go up either substantially or moderately as a result of the offshore
wind power projects‘ proximity to their houses. Thirty percent of both primary and
secondary residence owners believe it would lower their property values either
substantially or moderately.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Fossil fuel generated electricity is the largest source of electricity in the United
States (US), accounting for more than half of the country‘s electricity production in the
last few years (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2016). Electricity production
by this method however is problematic; the use of fossil fuels for US electricity
production not only contributes to US emissions of sulfur dioxide (the main component
of acid rain), and emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases, but also contributes to
the country‘s heavy dependence on the fuel.
In an effort to reduce the fuel‘s negative consequences and lower the nation‘s
dependence, the US, along with the European Union and other countries are diverting
resources to methods of electricity production that are more environmentally friendly.
In fact, the European Union has a target of 20% renewable energy in their overall
energy supply by 2020. One popular method to generate renewable energy uses windpowered turbines. Wind‘s share of total electric consumption in Denmark was more
than 25%. Portugal and Spain followed with 17% and 10%, respectively (Eurostat,
2016). As of December 2014, the cumulative installed capacity of wind power in the US
was second only to China (Global Wind Energy Council, 2014) - thirty-nine states in
the US and Puerto Rico have at least some capacity for electricity generation derived
from wind energy (U.S. Department of Energy, 2015).
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This push toward wind power technology for electricity generation is not a novel
idea; in fact the idea for using wind to generate electricity has been around since the
1880s when Scottish engineer James Blyth built a homemade wind turbine to power his
vacation home (Hardy, 2010). Wind power development on a large scale in the
twentieth century was hastened by the rise in fuel prices during World War I. After
World War I, the price of diesel fell to lower levels but it returned to high levels during
World War II leading to a renewed interest in wind turbines for electricity generation.
In 1973, the price of crude oil more than doubled in a few months, leading to a debate
about countries‘ dependence on oil from the seemingly politically unstable oil exporting
countries. The development of wind and solar energy was one of the reasons the US
government led by President Jimmy Carter created the United States Department of
Energy in 1977. Initial federal findings from research and development programs were
unsuccessful, but regulatory policies and tax credits helped to develop wind energy
(Blackwell, 2014).
Major changes in the economic climate between 1986 and 1987 led to a shift
away from wind turbines. As high tax credits for wind expired after 1985, wind power
projects were subsequently built at a slower rate, and further negative changes in the
economic climate led to little to no construction in the early 1990s. The Gulf War and
the Energy Policy Act of 1992 saw the re-introduction of tax credits for wind power;
this time there was a reward for production of electricity, not just the investment in
building new turbines (Blackwell, 2014).
Offshore wind turbines are often considered better investments than onshore
ones since wind speeds are higher off the coast; there are less turbulent airflows; larger
amounts of open space; and the opportunity to build larger, more cost-effective turbines
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(Blackwell, 2014). The first offshore wind power project was built in Vindeby,
Denmark in 1991 (Blackwell, 2014). Today there are dozens of offshore wind power
projects in several countries with the number and size of turbines varying.
States with explicit areas for offshore wind energy sites include California,
Washington, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and
Virginia (U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, 2015). The major benefits of
moving from fossil fuel to wind turbine electricity production include lowered use of
non-renewable resources, increased use of renewable resources, and increased
environmental preservation. Although the benefits of moving from fossil fuels to wind
power for electricity generation are far from trivial, the impact of offshore wind turbines
on a local level, especially to the residents of the region and regular tourists, is not to be
ignored. Proposed offshore wind power projects usually include a few dozen turbines,
each over 500 feet tall and almost always within sight of the shore. One of the problems
that may arise is whether or not these huge installations, whether on land or in the seas,
mar an otherwise scenic landscape, thereby causing harm to residents and perhaps
reducing visits to the surrounding region. Although public opinion proclaims it mars the
seascape, Devine-Wright (2005) states ―… there is little evidence that wind turbines are
universally perceived as ugly.‖ The imposing sight is often classified as a disamenity
(Krueger, Parsons and Firestone, 2011; Ladenburg, Dubgaard and Tranberg, 2006;
Ladenburg and Dubgaard, 2007; Ladenburg and Lutzeyer, 2012) and is found to be one
of the reasons the public does not accept wind power projects (Firestone and Kempton,
2007; Firestone, Kempton and Krueger, 2009; Jones and Eiser, 2009; Kempton et al.,
2005; Pasqualetti, 2004; Warren et al., 2005; Wolsink, 2000). To an extent, public
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opinion impacts the development of these projects, and some thought should be given to
developing projects farther offshore to lessen the visual disamenity. However, the
capital costs and operating and maintenance costs dramatically increase with water
depth and distance from shore (Bilgili, Yasar and Simsek, 2011; Green and Vasilakos,
2011; Prassler and Schaechtele, 2012; Samoteskul et al., 2014; Snyder and Kaiser,
2009).
Given the expense of projects far from shore and possible impact of the
disamenity effects, it is prudent to examine the effects on beach recreation before
offshore wind power projects proceed. This paper will address three significant issues
relating to beach recreation. First, it will estimate the impact on beach recreation when
offshore wind turbines are placed in coastal areas along the Mid-Atlantic region. In
particular, it will look at the effect of the wind turbines‘ distance from shore on beach
experience, whether it improves, worsens or has no effect. The effect on beach
experience will be analyzed using an ordered logit with random effects. Second, it will
address the threat of beach visitors changing their trips as a result of the offshore wind
power projects. Trip change will be analyzed according to the turbines‘ distance from
shore, and using a random effects logit. Lastly, the notion of tourists visiting beaches
with the sole purpose of seeing the offshore wind power projects off the East Coast of
the United States will be tackled. The tendency to take such special trips depending on
the offshore wind power project‘s distance from shore will be estimated with a logistic
regression.
The above research is conducted using a stated preference online survey to
collect data on offshore wind power projects and beach recreation. A stated preference
survey is needed because there are currently no wind power projects off the coast of the
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United States, thus there is no observable data about the effects of offshore wind power
on beach recreation. Simulations of an offshore wind power project in the United States
were created by a team of graphic artists at Macro Works at seven distances: 2.5 miles,
5 miles, 7.5 miles, 10 miles, 12.5 miles, 15 miles and 20 miles from shore. The online
survey visuals used panoramic scenes of the simulations, panning from left to right then
back.
The survey had more than 2,000 respondents in April 2015 with respondents
drawn from the 20 states closest to the Mid-Atlantic region. The survey was funded by a
grant from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and a contract from
the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM). Data on the beaches respondents
had visited in the previous year, their stance on wind energy and personal experience
with wind power projects, and additional data applicable to the research question was
also gathered.
The results from this research will be helpful in informing decision makers on
the placement of the wind power projects. Not only can they be applied to the MidAtlantic region but they can also be qualitatively transferred to other areas as well.
Work in this area can tackle questions about how the location of wind power projects
can be adjusted to account for impacts on local communities and whether the
disamenity effects are large enough to justify locating wind power projects completely
out of view, or are these effects so insignificant that there is call for little adjustment or
even consideration of a closer distance at a lower cost so as to help wind power become
more competitive.
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief
review of the literature. Chapter 3 discusses the design and development of the survey.
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Chapter 4 reviews the theoretical models used in analyzing the data. Chapter 5 describes
the data collected from the survey. Chapter 6 presents the estimation results. Finally,
Chapter 7 concludes.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter features a brief review of the literature related to this dissertation
topic. The review is divided into two sections: (i) the recent literature on the impact of
offshore wind power projects, particularly those related to beach recreation, disamenity
effects, and tourism, (ii) other perceptions and preferences for wind power projects.
2.1 Beach Recreation, Disamenity Effects and Tourism
There are six main studies that address the impact of wind power projects on
beach recreation and tourism, as well as the disamenity effects of the projects
themselves. Aitchison (2004) addresses a wind power project‘s impact on beach
tourism; Ladenburg and Dubgaard (2007) investigate the willingness to pay for reduced
visual disamenities of offshore wind power projects in Denmark; Lilley, Firestone, and
Kempton (2010) look at the impact of the wind power projects‘ distance from shore on
tourists‘ choice of beach; Landry et al. (2012) look at the impact of wind power projects
at 1 and 4 miles from shore on beach tourism; Krueger, Parsons, and Firestone (2011)
look at the external cost of offshore wind turbines as distance from shore varies;
Lutzeyer, Phaneuf and Taylor (2016) look at the impact of offshore wind power projects
on those who rent homes along the North Carolina coast.
Aitchison (2004) addresses the impact of wind power projects on beach tourism.
He carried out in-person interviews in 2004 in North Devon, Cornwall, and Mid-Wales
to analyze the effects of wind power projects on visitor numbers and tourist experience.
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The proposed wind power project consisted of 20 turbines each with a 3 MW capacity;
its development would contribute to the European Union‘s renewable energy target.
Roughly half of these face-to-face interviews were conducted near existing wind power
projects, in particular, those surveys in Cornwall and Mid-Wales.
Opposition to renewable energy among Aitchison‘s (2004) respondents stood at
4.1%, 3.3% and 5.4% in the North Devon, Cornwall, and Mid-Wales areas,
respectively. In the North Devon area, 42.1% strongly supported renewable energy,
with 39.0% tending to support renewable energy. There was also overwhelming support
for the construction of offshore wind power projects, roughly between 75% and 78% in
all three areas.
Aitchison (2004) has also addressed the external cost of wind power projects
and whether the visual disamenity of the wind turbines is large enough to impact
tourism. He finds in the North Devon area of England more than half (58.2%) the area‘s
visitors and tourists surveyed expected a wind power project to have no impact on
tourism, 18.4% believed it would have a positive impact on tourism while 14.8%
thought it would be negative. 93.9% of respondents would not be discouraged from
visiting the area if the wind power project is constructed. The possibility of the
proposed wind power project becoming a tourist attraction split Aitchison‘s (2004)
sample – 51% believed it would become a tourist attraction, 43.8% did not while 5.2%
had no opinion.
Ladenburg and Dubgaard (2007) sent mail surveys in May 2004 to seven
hundred randomly selected individuals from Denmark aged between 20 and 65 years.
With a response rate of 51.7%, they investigate preferences for future offshore wind
power projects‘ distance from shore with a valuation experiment in Denmark. In the
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survey, each respondent receives three choice sets consisting of two alternatives. Each
alternative consists of three attributes: distance from the shore, number of turbines per
wind power project and annual cost per household per year. The offshore wind power
projects are placed at 8 km, 12 km, 18 km and 50 km from shore. The numbers of
turbines per wind power project are 49, 100 and 144. The payment method is a uniform
annual surcharge in electricity bills and includes 0, 12.5, 23, 40, 80 and 175 Euros. The
computer-based visualizations are set under nearly perfect visibility.
Ladenburg and Dubgaard (2007) is known as a stated preference (SP) study
since it requires hypothetical data to estimate the value of certain goods and/or
attributes, and includes the contingent valuation, contingent behavior and conjoint
analysis methods (Whitehead, 2008). The conjoint analysis method, also known as
choice experiments (CE), presents changes to the attributes of a scenario, with the aim
of evaluating how individuals make tradeoffs. The contingent valuation (CV) method
often supplies a scenario to a survey respondent for the provision or preservation of a
non-market good, along with characteristics of the good, method of payment, frequency
of payment, etc. The respondent will then provide his willingness to pay for the good.
Contingent behavior (CB) is similar to the contingent valuation method, except
behavior rather than willingness to pay is the unit of interest. Ladenburg and Dubgaard
(2007) fall into the CV category.
Using a fixed effects logit model, in the unweighted model the average
willingness to pay amounts are 46, 96 and 122 Euros per household per year for placing
720 wind turbines (5 projects consisting of 144 turbines) located 12, 18 and 50 km from
shore, respectively, relative to an 8 km baseline. In the weighted model, which takes
into account the high proportion of middle and high income, and high education
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respondents in the sample, the willingness to pay amounts are 33, 94 and 107 Euros per
household per year when the turbines are located 12, 18 and 50 km from shore,
respectively, relative to an 8 km baseline. For respondents who have views of the
offshore wind power projects from their residence or summerhouse, they are willing to
pay 280, 422 and 468 Euros per household per year when the turbines are located 12, 18
and 50 km from shore, respectively, relative to an 8 km baseline.
Lilley, Firestone, and Kempton (2010) conducted in-person surveys in Delaware
in 2007 to investigate how wind turbines or a fossil fuel power plant‘s distance from
shore would affect an out-of-state tourist‘s choice of beach. Lilley, Firestone, and
Kempton (2010) fall into the contingent behavior (CB) category as it does not elicit
willingness to pay values; it assesses how the placement of the two projects would
affect behavior.
Lilley, Firestone, and Kempton (2010) find respondents have a general positive
attitude toward wind power, with 84.7% seeing it as either positive or very positive,
0.4% negative and 14.9% neutral. 79.5% believe the wind turbines have either a very
positive or positive effect on the environment, and 17.3% neutral. 21.7% have either a
positive or very positive attitude toward the turbines' effect on the appearance of the
landscape but the same percentage have a very negative or negative attitude toward
them.
Respondents in Lilley, Firestone, and Kempton (2010) are asked whether the
wind turbines‘ distance from shore will lead to tourists staying on the same beach,
changing to a different beach in Delaware, or a beach outside of Delaware. The beach
choice remains unchanged for 55.3% of the sample when the wind power projects are
1.5 km from shore and goes up to 73.9%, 93.7% and 99.4% when the projects are 10
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km, 22 km and out of sight, respectively. On the other hand, 35%, 18.9%, 4.3% and
0.3%, switch to a different beach in Delaware when the projects are 1.5 km, 10 km, 22
km and out of sight, respectively. 9.7%, 7.2%, 2.0%, and 0.3% would go to a beach
outside of Delaware when the projects are 1.5 km, 10 km, 22 km and out of sight,
respectively.
Lastly, the likelihood of visiting a new or different beach at least once to see an
offshore wind power project located 10 km from shore and to take a boat tour of the
offshore wind power project are determined for their sample (Lilley, Firestone, and
Kempton, 2010). 65.7% are very likely or somewhat likely to visit a new or different
beach, and about 44.4% are very likely or somewhat likely to take a boat tour.
Krueger, Parsons, and Firestone (2011) use a stratified random mail survey of
Delaware households in 2006. The strata for the sample were ocean (households living
in census block groups bordering the Atlantic Ocean), bay (households living in census
block groups bordering the Delaware Bay), and inland (all other households in the
state). This is also a SP study but unlike Lilley, Firestone, and Kempton‘s (2010)
contingent behavior work, this is a choice experiment (CE). Respondents are faced with
three choices, two offshore wind options and a status quo option. The offshore wind
options are based on regulatory policy and literature at the time of the survey design.
The wind power project consists of 500 turbines at 0.9 miles, 3.6 miles, 6 miles, 9 miles
from shore, and too far away to see. All turbines were 440 feet tall. The attributes for
the CE are the location of the wind power project, distance from shore, type of royalty
fund/renewable payment, and renewable energy fee.
Using mixed logit models, with separate models for inland, bay, and ocean
populations, Krueger, Parsons, and Firestone (2011) find the likelihood of choosing one
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of the wind alternatives decreases as the renewable energy fee increases. There is also a
preference for wind turbines located farther from shore, with the coefficients of the
distance variables for the offshore wind power projects all positive and statistically
significant. Generally, these coefficients rise at a decreasing rate as the wind power
projects are moved farther from the coast, but in the inland model, the distance
coefficient peaks at 9 miles, and then drops.
The external costs of turbines at different distances offshore decrease as distance
from shore increases (Krueger, Parsons, and Firestone, 2011). For the inland population,
the external costs per household per year are $19, $9, $1, and $0 at 0.9 miles, 3.6 miles,
6 miles, and 9 miles from shore, respectively. For the bay population, the external costs
are $34, $11, $6, and $2, and for the ocean population, the external costs are $80, $69,
$35, and $27, at 0.9 miles, 3.6 miles, 6 miles, and 9 miles from shore, respectively.
Landry et al. (2012) look at telephone and internet survey data for beaches in
North Carolina in 2009 in a combined revealed and stated preference study. The
revealed preference (RP) approach utilizes existing market data, like taking a beach trip
or purchasing a house, to find the values associated with public goods, and includes the
random utility method, averting behavior method, production function approach, travel
cost method, and hedonic price method. The latter two methods are most popular. The
travel cost method, first clearly formulated by Clawson (1959), is most useful for
mapping underlying demand curves for outdoor recreation (Parsons, 2003). The main
drivers behind the travel cost method are the travel and time costs to reach the
recreation site. From their residence, each individual must travel different distances to
reach a specific site; when distance travelled is coupled with the number of recreation
trips for each individual, a recreation demand curve can be derived. The hedonic price
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method is practical for valuing any amenity or disamenity in land and labor markets.
Landry et al. (2012) collect the number of trips to North Carolina beaches in the
previous 12 months and the numbers that were single day or overnight trips; this is the
RP part of the data. The SP part of the data uses a beach site choice experiment (CE),
with attributes including distance from home, people on the beach, parking fees, ocean
view, and sound view. The contingent scenarios include a wind power project with 100
turbines, at 400 feet high and 1 mile from shore, located either at the beach the
respondent is most likely to visit, or at each of the major beach towns in North Carolina.
Combining the RP and SP approaches serves to create additional strengths by
improving model estimation and welfare, in this case, the impact of coastal visitation
associated with the hypothetical changes in widespread wind power project
development.
Using a random effects Poisson regression with intercept shifters and price
interaction terms for the SP portions, Landry et al. (2012) find an upward shift in
demand under the SP scenario with offshore wind power projects. However, conditional
expected demands are very similar across the RP and SP wind scenarios. The loss in
annual consumer surplus for the wind scenario is insignificant at $17 or about 1.5% of
annual consumer surplus. A mixed logit model also finds the impact of offshore wind
power projects when they are 1 mile and 4 miles from shore. When these offshore wind
power projects are 1 mile from shore they yield a significant and negative effect on
beach visitors. This effect dissipates completely when the offshore wind power projects
are 4 miles from shore, with Landry et al. (2012) finding no evidence against the
projects at 4 miles out in the ocean or in coastal estuaries.
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Lutzeyer, Phaneuf and Taylor (2016) use a 2011 mail survey of 484 people who
recently rented homes in North Carolina. This SP study in the form of a choice
experiment (CE), asked respondents whether they would rent the same vacation house
they had rented in the past if their view of the coast changed – that is, a view with wind
turbines off the coast. The surveys included photographs of views with and without
wind turbines. The baseline photographs are shown without turbines both during the
day and at night. The photographs are then altered to include wind power projects. The
wind power project consisted of 64, 100, or 144 wind turbines; with 144 turbines the
project boasted a total capacity of 1000 MW. The project was then placed at 5 miles, 8
miles, 12 miles and 18 miles from shore. Respondents in the survey were then given
either a discount on the rental price of their vacation homes, an increase in the price of
their vacation homes, or the same price. Prices could increase by 5%, but could be
discounted by 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% or 25%.
Lutzeyer, Phaneuf and Taylor (2016) find fifty-four percent of their sample
would not rent under any of the given price circumstances (that is, discounts of 5%,
10%, 15%, 20% and 25%, unchanged prices, and a price increase of 5%), even with a
discount, when the offshore wind power projects were in view, that is, at 5 miles, 8
miles, 12 miles and 18 miles from shore. One fifth of the respondents would be
prepared to rent homes if the wind turbines were 8 miles or closer to shore, and under
certain price circumstances. They would rent only if there was a discount, and the
discount needed to increase the closer the turbines were from the shore. The number of
turbines in the wind power project also impacted their decisions when the projects were
8 miles or closer. On average the discount was about 5%. At 12 miles or farther from
shore, these respondents would leave their rental decisions unchanged; the number of
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wind turbines in this case did not affect their decisions. The remaining twenty-six
percent of the sample needed extremely large rental discounts when the turbines were
closer than 12 miles from shore.
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Table 2.1: Review of Literature Trip Change Rates

Wind Power
Study

Trip Change Rate

Project‘s Distance

Notes
-Proposed wind power project has 20 turbines each

Aitchison

with a 3MW capacity
-

6.1%

(2004)

-Trip change rate refers to visitors who will be
discouraged from visiting if project constructed
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Lilley,

1.5km

-44.7%

-Offshore wind power project off Delaware coast

Firestone, and

10km

-26.1%

-Trip change summed from visitors who would go to a

Kempton

22km

-6.3%

different beach in Delaware or no beach in Delaware

(2010)

Out of sight

-0.6%

5 miles

54% - would not rent at any

-Offshore wind power project off North Carolina coast

8 miles

distance and price

-The decision to rent depends on price, distance from

12 miles

26% - would continue to

shore and number of turbines

18 miles

rent but with large discounts

Lutzeyer,
Phaneuf and
Taylor (2016)

2.2 Perceptions and Preferences for Wind Power Projects
2.2.1 Perceptions of Wind Power Projects
There are a few papers that look at the perceived impacts of wind power
projects. These works collectively show that the public perceive a myriad of effects,
both positive and negative.
There have been studies carried out to determine what drives the public‘s
opposition to wind turbines (Krohn and Damborg, 1999; Khan, 2003). Krohn and
Damborg (1999) investigate the opposition and supporters in surveys across countries
like Denmark and the Netherlands. They find that in the surveys they investigate, there
is stronger support (about 80% percent in the surveys they look at) than opposition, but
only one strong opponent can lead to legal action against the construction of wind
power projects. Khan (2003) compares the planning process for wind power projects in
three municipalities in Sweden. The ways in which the local governments handle the
promotion of wind power and site planning with input from locals leads to dilemmas.
The researchers find that efforts to gain supporters are best met with information and
dialogue (Krohn and Damborg, 1999), and an open approach to the public (Khan,
2003).
Grady and Cousino (2004) look at the residences of eastern North Carolina's
coastal counties in a 2003 telephone survey and find their primary concern when it
came to energy issues is the cost of consumers' electricity and the reliability of their
energy supply. Respondents favor a heavier reliance on solar, wind and hydroelectric, in
that order; alternatively, a lower reliance on coal, nuclear and natural gas is desired.
Roughly 69% and 64% of respondents are supportive of wind turbines being erected
offshore and in sounds off North Carolina's coast, respectively. Concern for the
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environment and wildlife is the main issue raised against North Carolina's wind power
development offshore and on sounds.
Kempton et al. (2005) conduct in-person Cape Cod surveys dealing with
offshore wind development. Based on semi-structured interviews, opposition for largescale offshore wind development is based on the belief it is uneconomic and would not
significantly contribute to the area's electricity supply. Opposition comes not only from
the negative visual/aesthetics of the wind turbines in the ocean but also a belief that ―the
ocean is special," and as such, should be left untouched.
In Firestone, Kempton and Krueger (2009), semi-structured in-person interviews
are conducted in 2005 in Cape Cod and in 2006 in Delaware to evaluate public
acceptance of offshore wind power. Roughly three in four Delaware residents are found
to support a relatively large wind power project 6 miles off the Delaware coast. In
contrast, only one in four Cape Cod residents are found to support the project's
development. Those Delaware residents who oppose the proposal are concerned about
its aesthetics, while those in favor are optimistic about its effects on electricity rates,
climate change and air quality. Cape Cod's overwhelming opposition is based on the
project's negative impacts on marine life, aesthetics, and fishing and boating. The few
who support the progress of offshore wind energy in Cape Cod find it would improve
their electricity rates and lower their dependence on foreign oil.
Firestone and Kempton (2007) send mail surveys to residents of Cape Cod,
Massachusetts in 2005 and find the majority of their population sample opposing the
offshore wind power project (42.4%), 24.6% supporting, and 33% undecided. When the
undecided are asked if they are leaning one way or the other, and are asked to pick a
side, opposition increases to 55.5%. Opposition in this study is due to individuals
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expecting negative impacts on the local fishing industry, aesthetics, recreational
boating, property values, bird life, and marine life. This penchant for locals to express
distaste toward wind turbines has often been referred to as the ―Not in My BackYard‖
phenomena (hereafter NIMBY). The support for offshore wind power usually stems
from the belief it will lower electricity rates and create jobs. Most of the perceived
negative impacts are found to be false when compared to the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for the Cape Wind Energy Project (USACE, 2004).

2.2.2 Factors Affecting Views on Wind Power
Some research has been undertaken to characterize those individuals who
support offshore wind power projects (Ek, 2005; Firestone and Kempton, 2007;
Ladenburg, 2008). In Ek (2005), using a binomial logit on her 2002 Swedish dataset,
she finds that support for the turbines decreases with age and income. Ek (2005)
explains this may be due to the fact youth place greater emphasis on employment
opportunities when they choose to support wind turbines. Firestone and Kempton
(2007), using a logistic regression, find evidence that those individuals that are younger
with higher levels of educational attainment are more likely to support offshore wind
power. However in the same study, they conclude that as income increases, support
decreases despite the fact education and income are generally highly correlated.
Ladenburg (2008) uses a 2003-2004 mail survey of Danish residents and finds the
younger respondents are more likely to favor offshore wind power projects using a
probit model.
There are other traits found to characterize individuals who support wind power.
In a binomial logit framework, the probability of persons voting in favor of wind power
increases when they have an interest in environmental issues (Ek, 2005). Grady and
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Cousino (2004) in their 2003 stated preference North Carolina telephone survey find
that knowledge of energy issues as well as civic activism increases support for coastal
turbine placement. Firestone and Kempton (2007) do not find environmental issues
matter as both supporters and opponents rank environmental issues high in their minds.
Additionally, homeowners, that is, individuals who own their dwelling in Cape Cod and
the Islands as opposed to renting, are more likely to support wind power projects in
their study.

2.2.3 Preferences for Wind Turbines and Distance
The location of wind turbines is a major factor when it comes to public support
for wind power projects. Ek (2006), from a 2002 mail survey in Sweden, shows there is
a preference for offshore projects as opposed to inland and mountain locations using a
binary probit model.
The effect of distance from onshore projects on attitudes toward wind turbines
are also studied in a few papers (Meyerhoff, Ohl, and Hartje, 2010; Fimereli, Mourato,
and Pearson, 2008; Hoen et al., 2009; Hoen et al., 2011; Warren et al., 2005; Swofford
and Slattery, 2010; Meyerhoff, 2013). Meyerhoff, Ohl, and Hartje (2010) conduct
telephone interviews in Germany in 2008, and using latent class and conditional logit
models conclude individuals prefer turbines that are located far away from their homes.
Fimereli, Mourato, and Pearson (2008) in South-East England carry out a mail survey to
investigate preferences for onshore wind power using a conditional logit model. They
find that residents are willing to pay on average between 3.49 and 4.28 Euros for every
mile the wind power project is located farther away from their homes. Swofford and
Slattery (2010) use mail surveys in Texas in 2009 to perform similar research. With
their stated preference study they obtain similar results; willingness to support these
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onshore wind power projects increases the farther they are from an individual‘s property
and community.
The effect of offshore wind turbines‘ distance from shore on attitudes toward
wind power projects has also been studied in several papers. Knapp et al. (2013)
conduct a CV case study in Illinois and Michigan and find that there is a negative
willingness to pay to site wind power projects in Lake Michigan 3 and 6 miles from
shore but there is a positive willingness to pay to site them 10 miles from shore.
Westerberg, Jacobsen and Lifran (2013) conduct in-person choice experiments of a
wind power project consisting of 30 3.6 MW turbines in the summer of 2010 in
Languedoc Roussillon, France, and analyze their data using latent class models.
Westerberg, Jacobsen and Lifran (2013) find visitors and loyal tourists to the area are
willing to accept 29 Euros per week in an accommodation price reduction or a vacation
rebate if the turbines are 5 km from shore. At 8 km from shore, visitors and loyal
tourists are willing to pay 24 Euros more per week at their accommodations to see the
wind power project. At 12 km from shore, the segment is indifferent to the wind power
project. On the other hand, the cultured, Northern European, loyal tourists segment find
the turbines are not a visual nuisance between 8 km and 12 km from shore. They are
willing to pay 43 Euros more per week in accommodation price to see the wind power
project 12 km from shore. Lastly, the French, retired, non-loyal tourists are willing to
accept a 265 Euros per week accommodation price reduction when the wind power
projects are 5 km from shore.
Using a stated preference approach in Ireland and Scotland in 2003, Warren et
al. (2005) come to a different conclusion with random in-person interviews. When an
initial wind power project is within 0-5 km of an individual‘s home, 40% of residents
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have a positive attitude toward them. This percentage drops to 33% and 27% when they
are 5-10 km and 10-20 km from their homes, respectively. Meyerhoff (2013) conducts
telephone interviews in May and June 2008 in Westsachsen, Germany and using
multinomial and latent class models finds that individuals living farther away from wind
turbines are more likely to oppose wind power and are willing to pay more to move
turbines farther away from residential areas.
There are several hedonic studies on the impact of wind power projects on the
housing market (Atkinson-Palombo and Hoen, 2014; Heintzelman and Tuttle, 2012;
Hoen, 2006; Hoen et al., 2009; Hoen et al., 2011; Hoen et al., 2013; Hoen et al., 2015;
Lang, Opaluch and Sfinarolakis, 2014; Sims, Dent and Oskrochi, 2008; Sterzinger,
Beck and Kostiuk, 2003). Sterzinger, Beck and Kostiuk (2003) look at sales data for
properties within the view shed (within 5 miles of the turbines) of 10 wind power
projects with over 10 MW installed capacity that have been operational since 1998, but
not after 2002, and a community comparable to the view shed. Using more than 25,000
records of property sales within the view shed of these projects and selected comparable
communities in California, New York, Texas, Wisconsin, Vermont, Pennsylvania and
Iowa, they find no difference in price as result of the turbines. Hoen et al. (2009) using a
revealed preference multi-site hedonic study look at more than 7,500 sales of singlefamily houses located within 10 miles of existing onshore wind power projects across
Washington, Oregon, Texas, Oklahoma, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and
New York. With hedonic pricing models, they see no statistically significant differences
in home prices at different distances; this is similar to the findings of Sterzinger, Beck
and Kostiuk (2003). Lang, Opaluch and Sfinarolakis (2014) examine the impact of
turbines on Rhode Island‘s property values using hedonic difference-in-differences
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models and also find no statistically significant negative impacts on house prices. Sims,
Dent and Oskrochi (2008) use sales transactions from 201 houses within half a mile of a
16 turbine wind power project in Cornwall, UK. They find no evidence for the presence
of wind power projects impacting property values, however they believe certain views
of the landscape may increase or decrease property values.
Heintzelman and Tuttle (2012) look at residential and agricultural property
transactions between 2000 and 2009 from three counties in New York: Clinton,
Franklin, and Lewis Counties. Of the 11,331 transactions they investigate, 461, 92 and
118 transactions are from properties within a 3 mile radius of a turbine in Clinton
County, Franklin County and Lewis County, respectively. Within a fixed-effects
framework, the authors correct for omitted variables and endogeneity biases. They find
that proximity to wind facilities significantly reduces property values in the Clinton and
Franklin Counties. In Lewis County, the turbines have little effect and sometimes a
positive effect on property values.
2.2.4 Preferences for Wind Turbines and Experience
Prior experience is another factor that impacts the attitude of the public.
Ladenburg (2009) from his 2003-2004 mail survey builds a binary logit model. He
discovers that people in Denmark who have prior experience with offshore wind power
projects located at farther distances from the coast have a more positive perception of
the visual impact from offshore wind power projects than those with experience closer
to the coast.
Bishop and Miller (2007) use a stated preference online survey with simulations
of offshore wind power projects with moving and stationary blades in Australia and
Wales. They examine whether experience with existing wind power projects has an
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effect on the visual impact of an eighteen-turbine wind power project located at three
distances from the coast, 4, 8 and 12 km, in five different lighting conditions. The
authors show prior experience has a negative effect on their perception of offshore wind
power projects. In general, individuals who lived in areas where wind turbines had been
approved or proposed were more against them than those who had no contact with the
industry. The closer the respondent‘s proximity to turbines, the more negative they
perceive them. Those within 4 kilometers of wind power projects perceive more severe
visual impacts compared to those who live with no contact with wind power projects or
live in an area with proposed or approved plans for wind power projects.
Ladenburg and Mӧller (2011) from a 2006 online survey in Denmark report that
travel time to the nearest offshore wind power project has a mixed influence on
attitudes. Using an ordered logit, the higher the level of travel time, the more negative
the attitude toward offshore wind power projects, but they also find that people living
within 30 minutes from existing offshore wind power projects have a more negative
attitude – a possible proximity effect.
Grady and Cousino (2004) in their 2003 stated preference telephone survey from
North Carolina find those respondents who had seen a modern turbine in operation were
more likely to support the development of coastal wind power projects than those who
had not.
Krohn and Damborg (1999) report on a study performed in Denmark that uses
distance to nearest wind power project as a proxy for prior experience. Despite distance
to the nearest turbine having no impact on attitudes, they discover that people who see
between 20 and 29 turbines from their home and live within 500 meters from the
nearest wind turbine tend to have a more agreeable attitude toward wind power.
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Ek (2005) from her 2002 postal study in Sweden finds no difference in attitude
toward wind power when looking at individuals who live near and far from wind
turbines. Near is defined as having a wind power project within view of their residence.
Ladenburg (2008) comes to the same conclusion as Ek (2005). Ladenburg (2008) in his
2003-2004 mail survey analyses the attitude toward both future onshore and offshore
wind power projects. He finds no significant effect of prior experience on attitudes
toward wind power projects. He uses a binary probit model and finds that those
respondents living close enough to projects to have a view of the turbines from their
homes either from an onshore or offshore wind power project do not have a more
negative attitude toward their further development.
2.2.5 Preferences for Wind Power Project Attributes
The attributes of a wind power project may affect attitudes. Grady and Cousino
(2004) use a survey of North Carolina coastal residents to investigate whether a single
turbine or clusters of turbines off the coast impact support for offshore wind
development. They find that when faced with ten or more turbines clustered together at
various coastal locations, respondents' support does not change, it remains at 68.6%.
The opposition increases slightly when moving from a single turbine to clustered
turbines (13.9% to 14.4%).
The height of the turbines and size of the wind power projects impact
respondents‘ views on the projects. Ek (2006) using a binary probit model on her
Swedish dataset finds ‗large‘ onshore wind parks are the least preferred over ‗small‘
onshore parks and separately located turbines, while separately located turbines are the
most preferred. Large projects refer to ones with between 10 and 50 turbines, while
small projects are composed of less than ten. A possible explanation may be that
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separately located wind turbines seem to affect the landscape the least. Note, ‗large‘
offshore wind parks do not seem to negatively affect the respondents‘ attitude.
Meyerhoff, Ohl, and Hartje (2010) from their English mail survey report that some
respondents prefer smaller wind power projects in their latent class model.
2.2.6 Effects on Various Beach-Related Activities
Using stated preference techniques in a 2004 Danish mail survey of 700
individuals aged 20 to 65, researchers have found that placing wind turbines off the
coast impacts users of the coastal zone (Ladenburg and Dubgaard, 2009). The coastal
zone has been identified for its use in marine recreation fishing and boating, among
others (Freeman, 1995). Using a fixed effects conditional logit, anglers and recreational
boaters are found to have more negative perceptions of the turbines compared to those
who use the beach for other recreational purposes, with frequent visitors expressing a
greater distaste toward the turbines than those who are less frequent visitors.
Consequently, frequent visitors and those who visit the beach for specific uses are
willing to pay approximately twice as much to move the turbines farther away from the
coast (Ladenburg and Dubgaard, 2009). Ladenburg (2010) applies an ordered probit
model to a 2006 online survey of Danish residents and finds that frequent users of the
beach in both the summer and winter months (at least once a week) have a more
negative attitude toward the turbines than those who visit less frequently or even once a
week during the summer.
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Chapter 3
STUDY DESIGN

The purpose of my study is to investigate the effect of offshore wind turbines on
beach recreation off the Mid-Atlantic Coast in the United States. In particular, I wanted
to know whether the wind turbines‘ distance from shore impacts tourism and beach
visitation. Because there are currently no offshore wind turbines in the United States, it
was necessary to take a stated preference approach using a contingent behavior survey.
With the help of a team of graphic artists1, who worked to simulate visuals of offshore
wind power projects in the United States, I investigated whether the presence of
offshore wind power projects is likely to change respondents‘ behavior and affect their
beach experience. The three questions I was most interested in were: 1) do the offshore
wind power projects make beachgoers‘ beach experience better, worse or neither, 2)
will beachgoers change their beach trip plans due to the presence of offshore wind
power projects, and will the likelihood of change vary by the project‘s distance from
shore, 3) will individuals take a special trip with the sole purpose of seeing the offshore
wind power projects. Using the response data from these questions, I then predict the
impact of these offshore wind power projects on a larger scale on the Mid-Atlantic
Coast.
This chapter is divided into six parts: i) the sampling of the survey, ii) the
weights used in the survey, iii) the structure of the survey, iv) the visuals used in the
survey, v) the three core questions, vi) the debriefing questions.
1

Macro Works – Special thanks to Nik Hennessey and his team in Ireland
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3.1 Survey Sampling
Given the need to use the data to predict behavior on a larger scale for the MidAtlantic Coast, sampling was an important part of the survey development. I decided on
a web-based survey with two main sample groups: beachgoers (a beachgoer was
defined as an individual who had visited an east coast ocean beach in 2014 in one of the
following states: Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina) and non-beachgoers in 2014. A
web-based survey was chosen for three reasons: 1) easy access to photomontages, 2) the
data could be easily and accurately weighted to represent the US population, 3) it
allowed for a more detailed and flexible survey experience. Beachgoers were necessary
to answer the first two core questions, that is, would we expect that (a) offshore wind
power projects will make the beach experience better, worse or neither; and (b) beach
trip plans will be changed as a result of these projects. Both beachgoers and nonbeachgoers could answer the third core question: would you take a special trip to see an
offshore wind power project?
The first survey launched had the two groups in mind, both beachgoers and nonbeachgoers in 2014. It was denominated the General Population survey. The second
survey looked only at beachgoers in 2014, and was denominated the Oversample
survey. It was important to know the extent to which these two data sets represented the
general population of the Mid-Atlantic Coast of the United States (US), so the help of
an online survey distributor was enlisted. The online survey was conducted by GfK
using a web-enabled Knowledge Panel®, a probability-based panel designed to be
representative of the US population, in terms of age, education and income. Knowledge
Panel participants were initially chosen scientifically by randomly selected telephone
numbers and residential addresses. In these households, persons were invited by
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telephone or mail to be a part of the web-enabled Knowledge Panel®. Although many
had computers and internet access, for those individuals who agreed to participate in the
Knowledge Panel® but did not have access to the internet, GfK provided a laptop and
ISP connection to them free of charge. Panel members were then provided unique log-in
information to gain access to the online survey.
Prior to the official launch of the survey, there were two smaller in-person
surveys conducted at a Coast Day event in Lewes, Delaware in October 2014 and over
the spring at the University of Delaware‘s Newark campus in 2015, along with a few
focus groups in the spring of 2014 at the University of Delaware. These surveys and
focus groups provided some insight into any critiques, queries, problems, or concerns
survey-takers may have encountered during the survey, as well as areas that may have
needed improvements or further clarification within the survey. It should be noted that
although the focus groups used online visual simulations, the in-person surveys used
large posters as well as smaller letter-sized flipbooks.
The web-based survey was launched in April 2015, along with an initial pretest
of 25 completed interviews. First, the General Population survey was launched and
garnered 500 completed surveys. 326 of these were non-beachgoers and 174 were
beachgoers. The response rate for the General Population survey was 80% and 34% for
the Oversample survey. The Oversample survey for beachgoers garnered a little more
than 1500 surveys: 250 from Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire and Georgia; and 1250 from Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina and Washington, DC. These samples were drawn with
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probability proportional to state size. At the end of both launches, a total of 2,051
completed interviews were obtained, 1725 of these were beachgoers.
3.2 GfK Weights
Our data was obtained through two online survey launches, the General
Population survey and the Oversample survey. The first launch (General Population
survey) gathered beachgoers and non-beachgoers in 2014, while the second
(Oversample survey) consisted of only beachgoers in 2014. Recall, a beachgoer was
defined as an individual that had visited an east coast ocean beach in one of nine states
in 2014. The nine states included Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina. For the analysis,
beachgoers and non-beachgoers were pooled for a sample size of 2051, and beachgoers
were separated for a sample size of 1725. GfK then provided us with three weights that
would be useful for the analysis.
The first weight, ―weight1‖, was for total screened respondents, and included the
2051 completed surveys along with those who entered the Oversample survey but were
dropped as they were non-beachgoers in 2014 for a total of 4527. The respondents were
weighted to represent the general population that were 18 years and older from the 20
states that were sampled. The 20 states were Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Georgia, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Washington, DC
The second weight, ―weight2‖, was for the combination of beachgoers and nonbeachgoers totaling 2051. The combination was weighted to represent the general
population who were 18 years and older from the 20 states with demographics
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controlled within beachgoers and non-beachgoers and benchmarks based on the total
screened respondents of 4527. Because beachgoers only made up about 38% of the total
screened population of 4527, but they made up 84% of the 2051 sample, beachgoers
were weighted down and non-beachgoers were weighted up so their proportions would
reflect the true proportions like in the screened cases.
The third weight, ―weight3‖, was a scaled weight based on the second weight,
―weight2‖, with the un-weighted and weighted counts, allowing for the analysis of
beachgoers, totaling 1725, and non-beachgoers, totaling 326, separately.
3.3 Survey Structure
The survey consisted of 5 sections along with instructions preceding these
sections. Each survey took between 15 and 20 minutes to complete.
In the instructions for the survey, each respondent was given a preamble about
the purpose and anonymity of the survey along with information necessary to easily
navigate through it. Because visuals were such an important part of the survey, each
respondent was directed to a portal page to view a sample simulation to ensure s/he
could easily view upcoming simulations.
In the Introduction section, the East Coast region of interest was made apparent.
In particular, given the focus on the study of those ocean locations where offshore wind
turbines are most likely to be sited in the near-term, the study considered ocean beaches
on the coast of the United States in the following states: Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina. As a result, beaches on the Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, Long Island
Sound, Narragansett Bay, Buzzards Bay and Cape Cod Bay were explicitly excluded.
Massachusetts beaches to the north of Provincetown, Massachusetts were also excluded.
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In this first section, whether a respondent visited an east coast ocean beach in
the nine states of interest in 2014 was discerned. The frequency of beach visits, the
importance of different activities while visiting a beach, and residential information was
also obtained from this section. The residential questions included gathering
information not only on the proximity of an individual‘s primary (whether or not s/he
had more than one permanent residence in 2014 was also determined) and secondary
residence(s) to the east coast ocean beaches in the survey, but also whether s/he had
friends or family with primary and/or secondary residences close to the east coast ocean
beaches of interest.
The second section of the survey was used to capture all the east coast ocean
beaches a respondent visited in the region of interest. After double-checking that the
beaches a respondent chose were accurate, one of these beaches was randomly chosen
and used to narrow further questioning. A respondent‘s sense of attachment to the
randomly chosen beach and the number of trips made to the randomly chosen beach in
his/her lifetime were determined, along with the most frequent trip type made to that
beach in 2014. The trip types were day-trip, short overnight-trip, long overnight-trip,
month or longer trip, side trip and excursion trip (trip definitions can be found in Table
5.21). Further questioning about a respondent‘s last trip with this specific trip type in
mind to the randomly chosen beach occurred. This included questions about the time of
year the last trip was taken, activities engaged in during the last trip, exact length of last
trip, the trip‘s origin zip code (only for individuals with more than one permanent
residence), lodging expenses, trip expenses and a contingent valuation question. The
contingent valuation question was used to ascertain whether a respondent on a day-trip,
a short overnight-trip or a long overnight-trip would still have made the trip at a higher
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cost, given the cost of reaching other beaches was unchanged. Costs were randomly
chosen and varied by trip-type.
The third section of the survey was the Offshore Wind Power section. In this
section, the respondent was informed that there was interest in developing offshore
wind power on the East Coast of the United States and that offshore wind power
projects would be visible from the beach at times. A respondent‘s awareness of offshore
wind power being considered on the Atlantic coast, whether s/he had ever seen a landbased or ocean-based wind power turbine (and if so, on average on how many days in
2014), and his/her stand on wind power as an energy source were also inquired into.
The crux of the wind power section dealt with respondents being told there
would be a hypothetical offshore wind power project placed off of their randomly
chosen beach. Each respondent was then provided with photomontages of offshore
wind power projects at three different distances (distances included 2.5 miles, 5 miles,
7.5 miles, 10 miles, 12.5 miles, 15 miles and 20 miles from shore) under day, hazy and
night-time conditions. A photomontage of the seascape with no turbines was also
provided for comparison purposes. The preamble for the simulations can be found in
Figure 3.1 and an exact description of the project dimensions can be found in Section
3.4.1.
After viewing each of the three simulations, each respondent was asked how the
wind power project at the specific distance offshore would have affected the experience
or enjoyment on his/her last trip to the randomly chosen beach. A respondent was able
to choose one of the following: ―Worse‖, ―Somewhat Worse‖, ―Neither‖, ―Somewhat
Better‖, or ―Better‖. If s/he picked worse or somewhat worse, s/he was asked if s/he
would still have visited the beach, visited another beach, or would have done something
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else. If s/he chose s/he would have visited another beach, s/he was asked to pick which
beach s/he would most likely have visited instead. If s/he picked better or somewhat
better, s/he was given the option of visiting another beach in the same state or
continuing to visit the randomly chosen beach.
After the first simulation, a respondent was given a follow-up to the initial
contingent valuation under two conditions. 1) If s/he answered ―Yes‖ to the first
contingent valuation question, and would not change his/her beach trip plans, despite
the offshore wind power project making his/her beach experience worse (or somewhat
worse), s/he would receive the follow-up contingent valuation question. 2) If s/he
answered ―No‖ to the first contingent valuation question, and the offshore wind power
project had made his/her beach experience better (or somewhat better), s/he would
receive the follow-up contingent valuation question. The follow-up contingent valuation
question asked if s/he still would have taken his/her last trip at a higher cost with an
offshore wind power project present.
If a respondent said the offshore wind power project had made his/her
experience worse or somewhat worse in any of the three simulations, s/he was asked for
the reasoning behind the response. The reasons provided that could be selected were the
turbines‘ impact on the natural view of the seascape, harm to the marine environment,
interference with navigation, waste of taxpayers‘ dollars and an ―other‖ option. A
similar question was asked if the respondent had said better or somewhat better to any
of the simulation questions. The reasons provided that could be selected were the visual
appeal of the wind turbines on the seascape, knowing something positive was being
done for the environment, energy security, the economy and an ―other‖ option.
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An additional contingent valuation question about boat tours of the wind power
project was asked with prices randomly varying for each respondent. Special trips to see
these offshore wind power projects were also investigated. The impact of the offshore
wind power projects on a survey taker‘s perception of property value and willingness to
sell his/her primary and secondary residences were also a part of this section, along with
the impact on coastal tourism. The final questions in this section dealt with which
conditions the simulations were actually viewed in, and whether the respondent had any
difficulty viewing the simulations.
The penultimate section was the Trip Count section. The trip count section
asked the individual whether s/he had taken any day-trips, short overnight-trips or long
overnight-trips. If s/he said yes to any of the trip types, s/he was asked about the number
of day-trips, short overnight-trips and/or long overnight-trips by season to each of the
beaches s/he had listed in the second section of the survey. Travel details for an average
trip were also asked for each of the three trip types.
The final section of the survey was the demographic or personal information
section. Income and/or wages, number of hours worked, current work status, use of 4wheel drive vehicles, and the device the survey was taken on, were gathered in this
section.
3.4 Survey Visuals
The main aim of the survey was to capture the impact of offshore wind turbines
on respondents; in particular, how it would impact the respondents‘ beach recreation
experience and trip behavior. As a result, the most important component of the survey
involved the simulations of the offshore wind turbines since they have not yet been
constructed in the US.
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3.4.1 Project Dimensions
During the time of survey development, there were many projects that were
considered front-runners in the race to become the first to install offshore wind turbines
on the East Coast. Among them were projects from NRG Bluewater Wind, Fishermen‘s
Energy, Cape Wind and Deepwater Wind, which were all in varying stages of approval
and involved various configurations, that is, the turbines to be used varied in number
and size, and were arranged in different patterns for the offshore wind power projects.
The aforementioned projects were scheduled to be located in either the Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ), which is defined as 200 nautical miles (or 230.15 miles) from
the coastal states or in US territorial waters, which is defined as 12 nautical miles (or
13.8 miles) from the coastal states. There were also small-scale demonstration projects
in Virginia, Maine, Lake Erie, the Gulf of Maine, and on the Pacific funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy. The project in Maine led to the deployment of a floating turbine
at one-sixth scale in the summer of 2013.
Before discussing these projects in detail, the following discussion helps provide
background information on how a wind power project operates. The turbines work by
the blades capturing kinetic energy. The blades then spin a shaft through the gears of an
electrical generator, with the rotor connected to the generator through the drive train.
The turbine assembly, which consists of the gearbox and generator, is encircled by a
shell or a nacelle. The turbine assembly sits atop the tower, and includes the remaining
facility components, while the foundation supports the tower. The turbines are usually
placed far apart in order to minimize the effect of the air turbulence (the so-called
―wake effect‖) from rotating blades of one turbine on nearby turbines. The offshore
wind power projects in the upcoming discussion use the customary land-based designs
with upgraded electrical and corrosion control systems (for the corrosive nature of sea
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air), and foundations to anchor them. These turbines usually have stronger towers for
wind-wave interactions, and bright colors for navigation and maintenance (light blue or
gray towers to blend into the sky and brightly colored lower sections). Additionally,
there are automatic greasing systems to lubricate certain components, and preheating
and cooling systems to maintain the temperature of the gear oil (Hau, 2005). The size of
these turbines is often defined by the megawatts (MW) they would produce in optimum
conditions. A megawatt is a unit of observation that measures power that is equivalent
to one million watts. To put that number into perspective, one megawatt is roughly the
energy produced by 10 automobile engines. A megawatt hour (MWh) is equal to 1000
kilowatt hours - it equals 1000 kilowatts of electricity used continuously for one hour
(Clean Energy Authority, 2010). A 6 MW offshore wind power turbine, in typical
offshore conditions, can generate more than sixteen thousand MWh of electricity
annually, which can power more than 1500 homes.
The NRG Bluewater Wind project was to be located off the coast of Rehoboth
Beach, Delaware, with the turbines starting at 12 miles off the coast. Its final size would
have been roughly 230-350 MW (OffshoreWind, 2015). NRG Bluewater Wind was
cancelled in 2011 despite having a purchasing power agreement (PPA), as the project
could not secure financing.
The Fishermen‘s Energy project involves five turbines off of Atlantic City, New
Jersey yielding a total of 24 MW (Wind Energy Update, 2016). The turbines referenced
are six 4 MW Siemens turbines and they would be placed 2.8 miles offshore at a depth
of approximately 12 meters. In 2016, New Jersey‘s Governor Chris Christie vetoed a
bill that would help its development.
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The Cape Wind project has its wind turbines situated in Nantucket Sound,
Massachusetts, 6 miles off of the coast of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, 9 miles from
Martha‘s Vineyard, Massachusetts, and 13 miles from Nantucket Island, Massachusetts
(Cape Wind, 2016). It was first proposed in 2001 and would consist of 130 Siemens 3.6
MW turbines with a total capacity of 468 MW. Cape Wind had two 15-year PPAs with
National Grid and NSTAR for 77% of its output, however they were cancelled after
financing failed to close in December 2015 (Wind Energy Update, 2016). In 2016, Cape
Wind appealed to the Supreme Judicial Court for a state board decision denying
transmission facility approvals.
Deepwater Wind‘s project involves the installation of 5 turbines 3 miles off of
Block Island, Rhode Island (Deepwater Wind, 2014). These turbines will be GE‘s
(formerly Alstom) 150-6 MW Haliade offshore wind turbines, and would yield a 30
MW size project. The foundations were installed in 2015 and in May 2016, Deepwater
Wind began installing export cables between the project and Block Island and a
separate cable between Block Island and the mainland; the turbines are scheduled to be
installed beginning in August 2016.
In addition to these projects, BOEM has identified wind energy areas (WEAs)
off the coasts of numerous states, including Washington, Oregon, California, Hawaii,
Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida (U.S. Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management, 2015). These wind energy areas do not carry fixed dimensions,
with lengths and widths varying wildly by state. For example, Maryland‘s wind energy
area extends so far north that it actually lies off the coast of Fenwick Island, Delaware.
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Any of these wind energy areas can be auctioned off with the possibility of becoming
grounds for a new offshore wind power project.
Given the wind power projects that were in the works at the time of the survey‘s
development, specifications for a hypothetical offshore wind power project were
devised and populated with state of the art offshore wind turbines.
The hypothetical offshore wind power project consisted of one hundred 150-6
MW Haliade wind turbines, yielding an installed capacity of 600 MW. The hub height
of each wind turbine was set at 100 meters (or 328 feet) above the surface of the ocean.
The diameter of the rotor was 150 meters long (or 492 feet) so that when a blade is at its
apex, its tip is 175 meters (or 574 feet) above the surface of the ocean. The wind turbine
towers were separated by 8 rotor diameters or approximately 1.2 kilometers (or 0.75
miles). The project had 10 turbines across (parallel to the shoreline) and 10 turbines
deep so that it extended approximately 7 miles along the length of the beach.
The power generated by these turbines cannot be precisely determined since
instantaneous power generation is related to the wind speed at any given location,
although it is possible to estimate power production based on mesoscale wind models.
Given typical conditions, it can be expected that this offshore wind power project can
generate about 1.7 million MWh of electricity annually, which can power more than
150,000 homes. Electricity generated by the offshore wind power project would be
transmitted to land via submarine cable buried about 2 meters below the seafloor. One
benefit of using wind turbines for electricity generation is carbon displacement. A 100
MW wind power project may lead to a 64% reduction in natural gas, 15% reduction in
coal, 9% reduction in oil, and 12% reduction in other sources (Gleitz, 2006). Although
the fuel displacement will vary by the fuel mix of each state, a 100 MW wind power
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project could result in a total carbon dioxide displacement equivalent to 25,000 acres of
forest.
3.4.2 Simulations
Studies of man‘s relationship to offshore wind turbines either simulate the
images or use existing offshore wind power projects (many of these can be found in
Europe). Existing wind power projects vary in the brand, size and number of offshore
wind turbines used, the array or pattern the turbines are placed in, and the characteristics
of the beaches these wind power projects are placed offshore from. Given these
variations and knowing the hypothetical wind power project off an east coast ocean
beach would not find a close match already in existence in Europe, simulations were
selected.
Wind power project simulations can be obtained from various graphic
consultants that specialize in the service. My project was taken on by a leading
consultancy firm called Macro Works, established in 1999 and based in Ireland, which
specializes in visual impact analysis and visual impact graphics of

wind energy

projects, having done so for over 80 such projects.
A team from Macro Works captured several photographs of the coastline of
Assateague Island (the northern two-thirds of this island lies in Maryland‘s jurisdiction
while the southern third lies in Virginia). This beach was chosen to be representative of
an east coast ocean beach. These photographs were captured over a few days in the
summer of 2013 in both day and night time conditions. Using both day and night
photographs as the beach background for the simulations, the hypothetical wind power
project was then placed off the coast and photomontages created. The night time
photomontages were included so that respondents would be more fully aware of the
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visual impact of these wind turbines at night – many people visit the beach at night for
recreational purposes or rent or own a home bordering the ocean and the offshore wind
power projects have a very different impact on a viewer under night time conditions.
It should be noted that some offshore wind power surveys use beach chairs
and/or people in the background (Westerberg, Jacobsen and Lifran, 2013, 2015; Bates
& Firestone, 2015; Lutzeyer, 2013) to help respondents get a better idea of the size of
the wind turbines and scale of the offshore wind power projects. Given the diversity of
beaches involved, including natural areas like Assateague where you would not expect
to see chairs, it was decided that the background should be only the sand and sea.
In order to provide a range of distances to populate the model, distances were
chosen from those more typical of the initial large commercial scale projects (in the
range of 10-15 miles off the coast) to those where the next generation of projects might
be located (20 miles) to very close distances more consistent with small-scale
demonstration projects. The simulations used in the final survey instrument consisted of
the hypothetical wind power project off the coast at 7 distances: 2.5 miles, 5 miles, 7.5
miles, 10 miles, 12.5 miles, 15 miles and 20 miles. In the visuals, respondents saw
panoramic scenes of the simulation, panning from left to right then back again.
Simulations at varying distances were then presented under three conditions:
clear day, hazy day and night. At distances of 12.5 miles, 15 miles and 20 miles, only
day conditions were simulated as the offshore wind turbines in hazy and night time
conditions would not likely be perceptible. In hazy conditions, turbines placed too far
offshore would be invisible to the naked eye, and in night time conditions, the lights
that are placed atop each wind turbine would not be visible. A photomontage of the
seascape with no turbines was also created for comparison purposes.
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3.5 Three Core Questions
3.5.1 Better, Worse, Neither Beach Experience
One of the main questions to be explored in the research was how an offshore
wind power project at different distances would be expected to affect a beach visitors‘
experience. Note this question was only propounded to those members of the sample
that went to the beach in 2014. Although the visuals for seven different distances were
created, each survey respondent was shown fewer than seven in light of the concern that
it would have yielded lower quality data (individuals would find the task too timeconsuming, tedious and burdensome, and become complacent or uninterested during
questioning). Three distances were selected- a number that would not become too
onerous of a task for the survey taker yet still provide a sufficient number of
observations per individual. This tradeoff was necessary as data collection is expensive
but researchers are always searching for ways to increase their sample size and maintain
data quality.
Survey respondents were told which of the three distances they were about to
see, and were provided information in a preamble (Figure 3.1) about the specific
offshore wind power project in the simulations, that is, a project with 100 wind turbines,
each standing at 574 feet, that could power 150,000 homes per year, in typical
conditions.
The questions on beach experience were tailored for each individual taking the
survey. Earlier in the survey, each individual was asked to list the beaches s/he visited
in 2014 on the East Coast of the United States, specifically the ocean beaches in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina and South Carolina. One of the beaches from this list was chosen at
random. Given this random beach, a respondent was asked what type of beach trip s/he
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took most frequently to that beach. The introduction to the beach experience question
and simulation was then worded to reflect both the random beach and trip type (Figure
3.2).
Subsequently, a respondent was taken to a portal page for the wind power
projects‘ visuals such as the one shown in Figure 3.3. This portal page also provided the
option of seeing the beach without the hypothetical offshore wind power project so that
respondents would have a baseline for his/her response to the project. In these portal
pages, respondents were taken to panoramic scenes of the simulation, panning from left
to right then back.
Thinking about the simulations a respondent had just watched, s/he was
prompted to compare the wind power project at that specific distance to no wind power
project and indicate whether the presence of a wind power project would have made
his/her beach experience worse, somewhat worse, neither, somewhat better, or better.
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Figure 3.1: Preamble for Simulations
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Figure 3.2: Sample Wind Simulation Page
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Figure 3.3: Sample Portal Page
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Figure 3.4: Better, Worse, Neither Question
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3.5.2 Trip Change
Some respondents in the survey were expected to believe the offshore wind
power projects would have made their beach experience worse or somewhat worse
when compared to no project. A respondent who felt this way and answered to that
effect was asked a follow-up question: Would s/he have changed his/her trip plans or
left his/her plans unchanged. If a respondent indicated that his/her plans would change,
s/he was asked whether s/he would have switched beaches, continued to visit the same
beach or done something unrelated to the beach (Figure 3.5). Note, each respondent was
advised that these wind power projects were often visible from beaches nearby his/her
previous beach. A follow-up question that explored how certain a given respondent was
in the decision just made was also asked.
3.5.3 Special Trip
Given the findings of Lilley, Firestone and Kempton (2010), it was assumed that
there would be interest or curiosity from portions of the general population if these
offshore wind power projects were built along the East Coast of the United States.
Because they could be located off the coast of any one of the nine states in the sample
with almost equal probability, each state was represented by 2 beaches that were close
to the wind energy areas (WEAs) as identified by BOEM, leading to a total of 18
beaches. Given the uncertainty of where the projects would be located in the future,
every respondent was randomly assigned one of the eighteen beaches and was asked
whether s/he was familiar with the beach (Figure 3.6). Note this assignment was made
without regard to his/her state of residence or if s/he had visited the beach in 2014.
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Figure 3.5: Trip Change Question
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Figure 3.6: Familiarity with Special Trip Beach
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Figure 3.7: Special Trip Question
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Figure 3.8: Number of Special Trips
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Having established a respondent‘s familiarity with the random beach, the
respondent was asked if s/he would take a special trip for the sole purpose of visiting a
beach adjacent to an offshore wind power project. These projects were randomly
assigned a distance from shore; they were located 2.5 miles, 5 miles, 7.5 miles, 10
miles, 12.5 miles or 20 miles from shore (Figure 3.7). A certainty question was also
attached to the decision to take a special trip. If the respondent decided to take a special
trip to see the wind power project at the specific beach and distance from shore, s/he
was asked a follow-up question to garner more details about the decision so that the
number of special trips s/he would take over a period of five years could be determined
(Figure 3.8).
3.6 Debriefing Questions
There were three sets of debriefing questions after the wind section to obtain
feedback on the wind simulation aspects of the survey. This section summarizes that
feedback.
The first question asked respondents whether they viewed the wind power
project simulations under each condition at least once. There were options for 3
conditions (clear, hazy and night) for distances 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 miles, and 1 condition
(clear weather only) for distances 12.5, 15 and 20 miles. There was also an option to see
the seascape with no turbines in the portal pages of all seven distances. As displayed in
Table 3.1, almost 90% of the sample viewed the clear weather simulation at least once.
The other conditions and status quo, in descending order, hazy, nighttime and ―no
turbines,‖ were viewed at least once less than 50% of the time.
The second question asked respondents to rate the level of difficulties they
encountered viewing the simulations (Table 3.2). These difficulties included slow
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simulations, failure to load, and freezing during playback. Close to 90% of the sample
faced no difficulties during the survey. Roughly 1% encountered major difficulties.
Lastly, respondents were asked what type of device they used to take the survey;
the results are displayed in Table 3.3. More than 85% of the sample used a computer,
desktop or laptop, for the survey‘s duration. Roughly 13% used tablets, and less than
2% used some other device.

Table 3.1: Conditions for Simulations Viewed

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Percent of Sample that

Percent of Sample that

Viewed Condition

Viewed Condition

Simulation Conditions
Clear Weather

87.52

82.93

Hazy Weather

47.72

40.23

Nighttime

42.80

40.41

No Turbines

36.83

34.76
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Table 3.2: Difficulties Viewing Simulations

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Percent of Sample

Percent of Sample

Facing Difficulties

Facing Difficulties

Difficulties
No Difficulties

87.34

86.41

Minor Difficulties

11.52

11.81

Major Difficulties

1.14

1.77

Table 3.3: Device Used

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Percent of Sample that

Percent of Sample that

Used Device

Used Device

Device
Desktop Computer

38.67

38.98

Laptop Computer

46.82

45.01

Tablet

12.67

12.57

Other

1.84

3.44
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Chapter 4
THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

This chapter discusses the theoretical models and econometrics techniques used
to analyze the data. In particular, the models used for the three core questions within
this dissertation are addressed. These questions include whether offshore wind power
projects make a person‘s beach experience better, worse or neither; whether offshore
wind power projects lead to an individual changing his/her beach trip plans; and
whether offshore wind power projects lead to an individual taking special trips with the
sole purpose of seeing these projects.
4.1 Logit Models for Changing Trips and Special Trip
The logit model is one of the most popular discrete choice models thanks to
pioneering work by Luce (1959), Marschak (1960), and McFadden (1973). At its
simplest, it can be seen as a random utility model that analyzes the choice between
taking and not taking an alternative. Consider an individual, n, who has to choose
whether to take a special trip to a beach or do nothing. Alternatively, an individual may
have to choose between changing a trip and doing nothing. His utility is as follows:

=

(4.1)

Where xn includes variables like age, distance to that particular beach, education,
income, gender, familiarity with wind power projects, and attitudes toward wind power.
The outcome, yn, can be either one or zero; it takes the outcome one if the individual‘s
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utility from taking a special trip to the beach to see the offshore wind power projects or
changing a beach trip due to the offshore wind power projects is above some threshold,
μ*, and zero otherwise.

= 1 if
or
and

= 1 if
= 0 otherwise.

(4.2)

If one assumes that within β’xn is a constant, α, then β’xn - μ* can be rewritten
as γ’xn, where γ’xn includes a constant equal to α - μ*, and the remaining elements are
the same as β’xn.

= 1 if
and

= 0 otherwise.

(4.3)

The decision to change a trip due to the offshore wind power projects or to take
a special trip to see these projects is what is observed in the data, and is the term, yn.
The outcome one observes, yn, is in fact the product of a latent regression,

= 1 if

(4.4)

For the logit models used for changing beach trips, there can only be two
outcomes: not change the trip and stay at the same beach or change the trip either by
switching beaches or doing something else entirely. For the logit models used for
special trips, there also can only be two outcomes: take a special trip to see an offshore
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wind power project or not take such a trip. The outcome in both the special trip and
change trip cases takes two values with probabilities as follows:

Prob(
=
=
=
= 1 – F(Prob(

(4.5)

The above model is completed when one specifies the distribution of

. In the

logit model,

is assumed to be independently identically distributed (iid) extreme

value. This

distribution is also known as Gumbel and type I extreme value. The

density is f ( ) =

and cumulative distribution is F( ) =

is the cumulative density function (CDF) or distribution function for

where F(.)
The standard

logistic distribution is also a symmetrical distribution so that
F( - γ’

F(γ’
and so Prob(

= F(γ’

(4.6)

The logit choice probability has a closed form expression
F(γ’
=

(4.7)

The likelihood function leads to the joint probabilities as follows,
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Prob(
=L(

Where

)=

(4.8)

represents n observations, and the ith row of

(note it is transposed since

is the ith observation on

is a column).

Taking logs of the likelihood function, the log likelihood function is shown
below

lnL(

F(

]+

(4.9)

4.2 Partial Effects
The effects of certain covariates within the change trip logits and the special trip
logits are of interest in this analysis. For example, the effect of moving from 2.5 miles
to 5 miles may have some effect on the decision to change a trip or take a special trip.
These effects can be isolated by finding the partial effects.
The logit regressions discussed can be interpreted as the expectation that
equals one.

E[

0

[1 - F(

]+1

F(

(4.10)

The marginal effect is generally expressed as shown below, where F refers to
the cumulative density function
=

(4.11)
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For the logistic distribution in particular this breaks down as follows where Λ is
the logistic distribution.
= Λ(

Λ(

(4.12)

Thus, the partial effects for the logit model are
= Λ(

Λ(

(4.13)

4.3 Partial Effects for a Dummy Variable
Estimating marginal effects in a logit model will often involve dummy variables.
For example, in the trip change models if a beach has a boardwalk, the dummy
indicating presence of a boardwalk, di, is equal to one and zero if the beach does not
have a boardwalk. The marginal effect for this dummy can be found as follows

Marginal effect = [Prob(
(4.14)

Where

represents the means of all other variables. Taking the derivative

with respect to the dummy variable will often provide a good approximation.
4.4 Odds Ratio
If one is looking at an additional variable, z, like the turbines‘ distance from
shore, along with the set of variables, x (these could include familiarity with the beach
in the special trip models or the type of trip in the change trip models), the odds for a
obtaining a one are
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= exp(

(4.15)

And when z changes by a unit of one

= exp(

(4.16)

The odds ratio is often more interesting to researchers than the partial effects. At
times, a one unit change may not be appropriate, for example, if the variable only has a
range of two units. However, for variables like age, a one unit change may be of
interest.
4.5 Ordered Logit – Better, Worse, Neither Experience
Respondents are asked about the effect the offshore wind power projects have
on their beach experience. The impact cannot be easily sorted into two outcomes like
the change trip and special trip models; instead they fall into categories or orderings.
For the experience model then, an ordered logit model is best.
The ordered logit model, in its contemporary regression usage, can be traced to
McKelvey and Zavoina (1971, 1975) who used it for analysis of Congressional
preferences on a Medicaid bill - categorical, non-quantitative choices, outcomes, and
responses. In modern works it is widely found in social sciences, including economics,
political science, psychology and sociology (Greene and Hensher, 2010). The model is
a random utility model in which the continuous utility ―
form using a censoring mechanism:

yn = 0 if μ-1 <

μ0
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‖ is displayed in discrete

= 1 if μ0 <

μ1

= 2 if μ1 <

μ2

=…
= J if μJ-1 <

μJ

(4.17)

Note, above I have assumed that coefficients and thresholds do not differ across
individuals only across choices for simplicity. The model produces an observed
outcome that is a ―many-to-one‖ transformation of a continuous outcome,

Recall, in

ordered logits, the model describes the probabilities of outcomes, it does not directly
relate the outcome with the covariates, x, as is found in most regressions.
To identify the threshold parameters μj, several steps are typically taken. First,
for the sake of maintaining positive signs in all the probabilities, the assumption that μj
> μj-1 is made. Second, it is typical to make the identifying restriction σɛ = π2/3 in
ordered logits, where Var[ɛi] =

along with the assumption μ-1= -∞ and μJ=+∞ if the

underlying data is the real line. Lastly, if I assume the vector x contains a constant, then
μ0=0. If the previous two normalization steps are taken, and a constant term is in vector,
x, but this step is not taken, then adding a constant to μ0 and to the intercept in β, leaves
the probabilities unaffected. Note, in some literature, there is no constant term in β,
which makes the last normalization redundant (Greene and Hensher, 2010).
In this paper, a respondent is asked about the offshore wind turbines‘ impact on
his/her beach experience or enjoyment. The scale considered in the survey consists of:
―Worse‖, ―Somewhat Worse‖, ―Neither‖, ―Somewhat Better‖, ―Better.‖ Thus for my
question of interest, one can think of a respondent having some level of utility (or
opinion) associated with the offshore wind turbines‘ impact on his/her beach
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experience. His/her opinion can be represented by unobservable utility, U, where higher
utility U can be associated with a positive or better beach experience as a result of the
offshore turbines while lower utility U can be associated with a negative or worse
experience. A respondent would choose a response that corresponds to his/her utility
(recall utility varies from -∞ to +∞) but there are only five possible responses in the
survey. If the respondent‘s utility is above some cutoff, μ1, s/he would choose ―Better.‖
If it is below some cutoff, μ4, s/he would choose ―Worse.‖ The individual in this case
does not provide U, but rather one of the five options that are offered to represent
his/her preferences. The following mapping would occur with utility U and the five
responses:
Better: U>μ1
Somewhat Better: μ1>U>μ2
Neither: μ2>U>μ3
Somewhat Worse: μ3>U>μ4
Worse: μ4>U

(4.18)

With the previous three normalization steps in use, the likelihood function for
estimating the model parameters is shown as follows,

Prob[yn=j|xn]=[F(μj-β’xn)-F(μj-1-β’xn)]>0,j=0,1,…,J

For an ordered choice model with five outcomes,

Prob[yn=0|xn] = [F(0-β’xn) - F(-∞-β’xn)] = F(-β’ xn)
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(4.19)

Prob[yn=1|xn] = [F(μ1-β’xn) - F(0-β’xn)]
Prob[yn=2|xn] = [F(μ2-β’xn) - F(μ1-β’xn)]
Prob[yn=3|xn] = [F(μ3-β’xn) - F(μ2-β’xn)]
Prob[yn=4|xn] = [F(+∞-β’xn) - F(μ3- β’xn)]=1- F(μ3-β’ xn)

(4.20)

Assuming Ɛ is logistically distributed, the cumulative distribution of Ɛ is
.

Prob(Worse)=Prob (U<k4)
Prob(Worse)=Prob(
Prob(Worse)=Prob(
Prob(Worse)=Prob(

Prob(Somewhat Worse)=Prob(k4<U<k3)
Prob(Somewhat Worse)=Prob(k4<β‘x+Ɛ<k3)
Prob(Somewhat Worse)=Prob(k4-β‘x<Ɛ<k3-β‘x)
Prob(Somewhat Worse)=Prob(Ɛ<k3-β‘x)-Prob(Ɛ<k4-β‘x)
Prob(Somewhat Worse)= Prob(

Prob(Neither)=Prob(k3<U<k2)
Prob(Neither)= Prob(

Prob(Somewhat Better)=Prob(k2<U<k1)
Prob(Somewhat Better)= Prob(
Prob(Better)=Prob(U>k1)
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Prob(Better)= 1

(4.21)

4.6 Log Likelihood Function
To estimate the parameters for the ordered logit in maximum likelihood
estimation, the process is relatively simple. The log likelihood function is
log L =

(4.22)

Where mnj=1 if yn = j and 0 otherwise. Maximization of the log likelihood
function is subject to the constraints μ-1 = -∞, μ0 = 0 and μJ = +∞.
4.7 Threshold Parameters
In most cases the threshold parameters are seen as a means to an end, but the μj
parameters have some value. Daykin and Moffatt (2002) point out that the presence of
many in strong agreement or strong disagreement as visible in cut points ―tightly
bunched in the middle of the distribution.‖ If the sample has no strong opinion in either
direction however, the cut points will be more ―widely dispersed.‖ In contradiction to
their point, Anderson (1984) states ―The estimates of the θs are strongly related to the
average proportion in the corresponding categories, as recourse to any specified
functional form for F(.). Hence, the θs parameters are not informative about the
closeness of categories. As noted above, the regression relationship is based on β’x and
is firmly one dimensional.‖

4.8 Random Effects for Change Trip and Experience Logits
The logit and ordered logit models described above assume independently and
identically distributed (iid) error terms which create two major problems for the analysis
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of the change trip model and experience ordered logit model. The first problem is that it
assumes multiple choices made by the same person are uncorrelated. In the ordered
logit model which analyses whether a respondent‘s experience is made better, worse or
neither, every individual must answer the same question three times at different
distances. If one is to assume iid error terms, it would mean treating the three answers
from the same person as uncorrelated. The same assumption would have to be made in
the change trip models since it is possible for one individual to have his/her beach
experience worsened by the offshore wind power projects at all three of the distances
they view, and as such they would be asked whether s/he would change his/her trip
three times. The second problem that comes about when one assumes error terms are iid
is that it implies all individuals in the population have homogeneous tastes. Individuals
are obviously influenced by different factors, and it is not possible for a researcher to
list all that may affect them. Assuming tastes are homogeneous and choices by the same
individual are uncorrelated leads to biased parameter estimates (Hsiao, 2014).
Instead of ignoring the homogeneity assumption, including random effects takes
into account these omitted or excluded variables and treats them as random
disturbances. When an individual is observed on more than one occasion, the effect of
these omitted variables can often be subdivided into three types of variables: individual
time-invariant, period individual-invariant, and individual time-varying. The individual
time-invariant variables are the same across an individual over all his/her observations
but vary across individuals; for example, gender and income. The period individualinvariant are variables that are the same across all cross-sectional units but vary through
time; for example, interest rates and prices. Individual time-varying variables are
variables that vary across individuals and within an individual‘s observations; for
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example, profits and sales. Therefore the error component can be decomposed as
follows, with the variance of ynt conditional on xnt as
=

+

+

:
(4.23)

Where

and

(4.24)

The decision to assume the individual specific effects are random and not treated
as fixed constants over time is as a result of the nature of the data. The survey data used
in this paper involved hundreds of individuals who were randomly chosen from the
larger population. In this case, random effects are more appropriate. If however the data
involved a few individuals, then fixed effects would be better. When inferences are
limited to the effects in the model, fixed effects are suitable. Since I am using the data
to make inferences about the effects on the population from a random sample, then the
effects should be random. The fixed-effects model makes conditional inferences on the
effects for the sample, while the random-effects model makes unconditional inferences
on the effects for the entire population.
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Chapter 5
DESCRIPTIVE DATA

This section summarizes the responses from selected survey questions, along
with a description of the demographics of survey-takers used in the analysis. It is
divided into two parts: (i) the demographics associated with the sample from GfK, (ii)
the descriptive statistics for select questions in the survey.
5.1 GfK Demographics
The basic demographics associated with the survey were obtained directly from
GfK. Demographic characteristic are listed separately for beachgoers, and the
combination of beachgoers and non-beachgoers; when n=1725, weight3 was used for
beachgoers only, and when n=2051, weight2 was used for the combination of
beachgoers and non-beachgoers. The sample characteristics of the data in Table 5.1 are
very close to those from available U.S. census data.
The survey was launched across twenty coastal and inland states, with
beachgoers as the main focus. A higher percentage of beachgoers were found in coastal
states (Table 5.2). For example, residents of North Carolina and New Jersey represented
a slightly higher proportion in the beachgoer sample. On the other hand, residents from
inland states like Georgia, Ohio and Tennessee were less likely to be found in the
beachgoer sample.
Within the survey itself, the respondents‘ employment status was established
(Table 5.3). Employment status tables, although readily available from census data,
were not directly comparable to the ones obtained in the survey.
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Table 5.4 displays information on respondents‘ attitudes toward wind power, as
well as their general knowledge or encounters with offshore wind power projects for
which there is no comparable census data. The table shows that slightly more
beachgoers were aware that some states on the Atlantic coast were considering offshore
wind power as an energy source. The beachgoer population was also more likely to
have seen wind power projects, both land- and ocean-based ones. Additionally, the
survey respondents were very supportive of wind power in general as a source of energy
in the US. More than 65% of both the samples were in favor or somewhat in favor of
wind power. Less than 5% of the samples were to any extent opposed to it.
Among those in the survey who had seen wind power projects, land- or ocean
based, they were asked on how many days in 2014 they had seen them. Table 5.5 shows
the number of days the projects were seen on average in 2014. More than 80% of both
the samples had seen them on at least one day in 2014.
The political views of the respondents on social and fiscal issues were
established within the survey (Figure 5.1). They were asked on a liberal-conservative
political scale where they fell on fiscal issues, for example, the size of the government
and how it spends money. On fiscal issues, more than 25% were moderate, but the
remainder of the sample (close to half of the sample) was skewed toward the
conservative side. On social issues like gun control and abortion, less than a quarter of
the sample was moderate, with a little under 35% leaning toward the liberal side and
slightly more than 40% leaning toward the conservative side.
Lastly, respondents were asked whether they considered themselves ―green‖
when it came to voting, shopping, and living habits, and how they affect the
environment (Table 5.6). The sample was heavily ―green,‖ with fifty percent of the
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sample considering themselves ―green‖ or ―somewhat green.‖ Less than fifteen percent
deemed themselves ―not green‖ or ―somewhat not green.‖
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Table 5.1: Individual Characteristics

Percent

Percent

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

Census

Only

Non-Beachgoers

Bureau*

n=1725)

n=2051)

Age
18-24 years

11.89

9.55

12.58

25-34 years

19.65

17.95

17.10

35-44 years

19.76

17.94

16.36

45-54 years

15.59

16.04

18.12

55-64 years

18.55

20.65

16.70

65-74 years

11.24

12.00

10.95

3.33

5.87

8.19

6.79

11.76

12.32

25.77

31.33

29.46

27.01

25.61

26.44

40.43

31.29

31.78

75+ years
Education Level
Less than High School or GED
High School or GED
Some College or Associate‘s
Degree
Bachelor‘s Degree or Higher
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Table 5.1: Individual Characteristics (continued)

Percent

Percent

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

Census

Only

Non-Beachgoers

Bureau*

n=1725)

n=2051)

Household Income
Less than $10,000 per year

4.44

7.02

7.39

$10,000 to $14,999 per year

1.88

3.98

5.32

$15,000 to $24,999 per year

3.72

6.87

10.42

$25,000 to $34,999 per year

7.24

9.89

9.84

$35,000 to $49,999 per year

10.66

11.85

12.97

$50,000 to $74,999 per year

14.95

18.21

17.43

$75,000 to $99,999 per year

20.04

14.87

12.11

$100,000 to $149,999 per year

24.80

18.66

13.39

More than $150,000 per year

12.27

8.65

11.13

Male

51.58

47.94

48.76

*Census Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2014 American Community Survey from
the selected states in the sample
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Table 5.2: States of Residence

Percent

Percent

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

Census

Only

Non-Beachgoers

Bureau*

n=1725)

n=2051)

State of Residence

Connecticut

4.47

3.00

2.96

Delaware

1.20

0.77

0.77

Georgia

2.68

7.99

8.32

Kentucky

0.75

3.70

3.63

Maine

0.74

1.16

1.10

Maryland

7.61

4.77

4.92

Massachusetts

7.98

5.46

5.56

New Hampshire

0.98

1.15

1.09

New Jersey

11.52

7.44

7.37

New York

16.91

16.17

16.27

North Carolina

12.32

7.98

8.20

4.00

9.70

9.57

Pennsylvania

10.81

11.09

10.55

Rhode Island

2.46

0.91

0.87

South Carolina

4.17

3.76

3.98

Tennessee

1.68

5.42

5.40

Vermont

0.50

0.55

0.52

Virginia

8.27

6.79

6.86

Ohio
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Table 5.2: States of Residence (continued)

Percent

Percent

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

Census

Only

Non-Beachgoers

Bureau*

n=1725)

n=2051)

State of Residence

Washington, DC

0.19

0.58

0.54

West Virginia

0.75

1.59

1.52

*Census Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2014 American Community Survey
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Table 5.3: Employment Status
Percent

Percent

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

Only

Non-Beachgoers

n=1725)

n=2051)

Employment Status

Full time

46.05

38.48

Part time

12.29

10.47

Work in household

6.48

8.22

Unemployed

4.76

6.96

Retired

17.24

22.22

Student

8.15

6.91

Other

5.03

6.74
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Table 5.4: Wind power project Knowledge and Attitudes
% Yes

% Yes

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

Only

Non-Beachgoers

n=1725)

n=2051)

58

46

61

52

Favor wind power

42

42

Somewhat Favor wind power

26

24

Neither Favor nor Oppose

27

29

Somewhat Oppose wind power

3

3

Oppose wind power

2

2

Wind Question

Were you aware that some states on
the Atlantic coast were considering
offshore wind power as an energy
source?

Have you ever seen a land- or oceanbased wind power project?
Where do you stand on wind power
as an energy source in the US?
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Table 5.5: Number of Days Wind power projects Seen in 2014
Percent

Percent

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

Only

Non-Beachgoers

n=1160)

n=1319)

Number of Days

0 days

13

16

1-10 days

64

59

11-25 days

9

10

26-100 days

5

6

101-300 days

4

3

More than 300 days

5

6
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Figure 5.1: Liberal-Conservative Political Spectrum
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Table 5.6: How Green Are You?
Thinking about your own voting,

Percent

Percent

(Beachgoers

(Beachgoers and

they affect the environment, how

Only

Non-Beachgoers

"green" would you say you are?

n=1725)

n=2051)

Green

10

9

Somewhat Green

40

36

In Between

38

41

Somewhat Not Green

8

9

Not Green

4

5

shopping, and living habits and how
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5.2 Descriptive Statistics
This section details the responses from select questions in the survey. Unless
otherwise noted, the responses are taken from the beachgoer sample of 1725. For some
questions, the responses from both the beachgoer sample (n=1725) and the combination
of beachgoers and non-beachgoers (n=2051) are reported. Appendix B displays the
questions associated with each table.
We found that roughly half the beachgoer sample visit ocean beaches in the 9
states of interest between 1 to 5 times per year (Table 5.7). Roughly one in five
respondents from this sample visited the beach more frequently than 5 times per year,
while about one in ten visited once every 2 years. Ten percent of them visited between
once every 3 to 5 years or never visited but had visited in 2014.
The activities favored by the beachgoer sample when they go to the beach in
general are displayed in Table 5.8, while Table 5.9 displays the results when
respondents are asked to pick the one activity that is most important to them. From
Table 5.8, large percentages of respondents found sand (59%), boardwalk (44%), and
water (41%) activities to be important when they go to the beach. From Table 5.9, the
most important activity on their beach trips was reported as activities on the sand with
37% of the vote. Activities on the sand included but were not limited to sunbathing,
reading, walking, seashell collecting, beach sports, and playing with children on the
sand. Activities in the water were reported as most important for 28% of the sample.
These included swimming, surfing, snorkeling, boogie boarding, skimming, and
kayaking. One in four people in the sample also favored activities on the boardwalk
and/or in nearby beach communities like going to restaurants and bars or scheduled
events, shopping, golfing, amusements, and sightseeing. Boating activities on the ocean
(including charter, private or other boat fishing, pleasure boating, sailing, and touring)
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was found to be the most important activities for 3% of the sample. Shore fishing
activities (including both surf and pier fishing) was also found to be the most important
activities for 3% of the sample. Slightly less than 2% of the sample found activities on
nearby waterbodies and/or natural areas like nature viewing, fishing, crabbing, boating,
swimming, and surfing on nearby waterbodies in the vein of bays, rivers and sounds, to
be the most important activity during recreational beach trips. The least important
activity of those examined on ocean beach trips was being on the sand with a 4-Wheel
Drive vehicle.
In addition to the activities they engaged in while at the beach, whether they
owned certain equipment, licenses and vehicles was also of importance. Only 4% of the
sample owned an ocean-going boat (Table 5.10), which is expected given the 3% that
find boating activities important from Table 5.8. There were also few individuals (3%
of beachgoers) who found fishing activities, both surf and pier fishing, important (Table
5.8). In Table 5.9, there were slightly more beachgoers that owned surf fishing
equipment or a surf fishing license. More than 20% own 4-wheel drive vehicles but less
than 1% found it important to drive on the beach with them.
Although many individuals reported owning 4-Wheel Drive vehicles, about two
in three beachgoers had never been on the sand with them in their lifetime (Table 5.11).
More than twenty percent of beachgoers had made between 1 and 5 trips to the beach in
a 4-Wheel Drive vehicle, while 6% had made between 6 and 20 trips, and an additional
6% had made more than 20 trips. Those respondents who had reported having made at
least one such trip in their lifetime, were asked how many of the trips were in 2014.
Close to 50% of those had not made any trips with their vehicles in 2014, however just
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as many individuals had made between 1 and 5 trips in 2014. About 5% of beachgoers
had made more than 6 trips with their vehicles in 2014.

Table 5.7: Frequency of Beach Visits

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Percent
Number of

Percent
Number of

Frequency of Beach Visits

of the
Respondents

of the
Respondents

Sample

Sample

More than 5 times per year

366

21%

162

8%

Between 1 to 5 times per year

990

57%

511

25%

Once every 2 years

206

12%

224

11%

Once every 3 to 5 years

73

4%

181

9%

Less than once every 5 years

57

3%

164

8%

Almost never

28

2%

328

16%

5

1%

481

23%

1725

100%

2051

100%

Never
Total

82

Table 5.8: Important Activities in General

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Activities
Water

701

41%

Sand

1008

59%

Boating

215

13%

Boardwalk

745

44%

Nearby Waterbodies

344

20%

Shore Fishing

197

12%

89

5%

4-Wheel Drive Vehicle

83

Table 5.9: Most Important Activities

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Activities
Water

482

28%

Sand

633

37%

49

3%

434

25%

Nearby Waterbodies

42

2%

Shore Fishing

60

3%

8

1%

15

1%

1723

100%

Boating
Boardwalk

4-Wheel Drive Vehicle
None of the above
Total

84

Table 5.10: Beach Recreation Equipment, Licenses and Vehicles

Owners of…
Ocean-Going Boat

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

73

4%

147

8%

84

5%

401

23%

None of the Above

1195

69%

Total Number of Respondents

1725

100%

Surf Fishing Equipment
Surf Fishing License
4-Wheel Drive Vehicle

Table 5.11: Beach Trips in 2014 and in Lifetime in a 4-Wheel Drive

Lifetime Trips

Trips in 2014

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Respondents

the Sample

Respondents

the Sample

Trips
0 Trips

1162

68%

260

48%

1 Trip

132

8%

120

22%

2-5 Trips

203

12%

140

26%

6-10 Trips

63

3%

11

2%

11-20 Trips

46

3%

8

1%

104

6%

8

1%

1710

100%

547

100%

More than 20
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Respondents‘ residence or access to a residence close to the ocean may have an
impact on their attitude toward offshore wind power projects. In the case of individuals
whose primary residence is within 5 miles of the ocean, they may have a different
outlook on a project since they would be exposed to them on a more consistent basis
both during and after construction, than those who visit solely for beach recreation
purposes. For these homeowners, I hypothesize that individuals who live proximate to
the coast will have different views than those of other beachgoers. For example, there
may be a concern with how a project will impact property value; concern about the
wind power project‘s impact on the overall aesthetic appeal of the beach; concern about
disruptions, noise and traffic flows during and after construction (if there is a large
curiosity impact, the area may have more tourists than usual in areas where there may
have been few before). Similar arguments can be made for individuals who own
secondary residences close to the ocean. There may also be consequences for
beachgoers who have access to their family or friend‘s residences close to ocean
beaches. Although they will not be as directly impacted as the owners, there may be
spillover effects on their attitude toward the wind power projects.
Tables 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 give a breakdown of the individuals either with
access to, or own residences close to the ocean, especially within the nine states of
interest. Table 5.12 shows that 15% of the 1725 beachgoers sampled had a primary
residence within 5 miles of the ocean in the nine states. Table 5.13 shows three items:
first, it gives the number of beachgoers that owned a secondary residence near the ocean
in the nine states of interest, second, the number of beachgoers that owned a secondary
residence near the ocean but not in the nine states of interest, and lastly, those that did
not own secondary residences near any ocean. Four percent of the sample owned a
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secondary residence near the ocean in the nine states. Table 5.14 and 5.15 show those
with access to a family or friend‘s residence near the ocean. The results for these two
categories were similar, with 16% and 17% having access to a family or friend‘s
residence respectively near the ocean in the nine states.

Table 5.12: Primary Residence within 5 miles of Ocean within 9 States

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Less than 5 miles

266

15%

More than 5 miles

1459

85%

Total

1725

100%

Table 5.13: Secondary Residence Close to the Ocean

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Secondary Residence
Residence in the 9 coastal states of interest

75

4%

Residence in other coastal states

18

1%

Do not own

1630

95%

Total

1723

100%
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Table 5.14: Family‘s Residence Close to the Ocean

Family‘s Residence
Residence in the 9 coastal states of interest

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

268

16%

33

2%

Do not own

1398

82%

Total

1699

100%

Residence in other coastal states

Table 5.15: Friend‘s Residence Close to the Ocean

Friend‘s Residence
Residence in the 9 coastal states of interest

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

296

17%

27

2%

Do not own

1383

81%

Total

1706

100%

Residence in other coastal states
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Beachgoers were also asked to select the states where the ocean beaches they
visited in 2014 were located. Most of the sample visited more than one state, which
leads to more than one vote per person (because one vote signaled one state, the more
states a beachgoer visited, the more votes resulted), and consequently resulted in total
votes exceeding the sample size. The most popular of the 9 east coast states was New
Jersey with close to 20% of the sample visiting at least one ocean beach in the state in
2014. This was followed closely by South Carolina with 17% and North Carolina with
14%. Other popular states included New York and Massachusetts with 11% and 10% of
the sample visiting at least one ocean beach in each state in 2014, respectively. The full
distribution for the states visited can be seen in Table 5.16.
After identifying the states they visited in 2014, the beachgoers were asked to
select which beaches they frequent in the chosen state(s). Subsequently, the beachgoers
were asked to verify the list of beaches they visited. Of the beaches so identified, one
was then randomly drawn and carried through to all questions for the remainder of the
survey. The five beaches that were most frequently drawn were Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina; Ocean City Maryland; Virginia Beach, VA; Atlantic City, New Jersey; and
Rehoboth Beach, Delaware. Table 5.17 lists the top twenty randomly drawn beaches.
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Table 5.16: States Visited

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

States Visited
Delaware

144

6%

Maryland

184

8%

Massachusetts

249

10%

New Jersey

458

19%

New York

272

11%

North Carolina

327

14%

Rhode Island

153

6%

South Carolina

414

17%

Virginia

205

9%

2406

100%

Total

90

Table 5.17: Top 20 Beaches Drawn Randomly

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Beaches Visited
Myrtle Beach, SC

126

7%

Ocean City, MD

99

6%

Virginia Beach, VA

98

6%

Atlantic City, NJ

70

4%

Rehoboth Beach, DE

49

3%

Jones Beach, NY

46

3%

Hilton Head Island, SC

38

2%

North Myrtle Beach, SC

32

2%

Far Rockaway, NY

29

2%

Point Pleasant Beach, NJ

29

2%

Ocean City, NJ

28

2%

Seaside Heights, NJ

24

1%

Atlantic Beach, NC

23

1%

Kitty Hawk, NC

23

1%

Cape May, NJ

21

1%

Wildwood, NJ

21

1%

Long Beach, NY

21

1%

Carolina Beach, NC

21

1%

Bethany Beach, DE

20

1%

Hyannis Port, MA

19

1%

837

48%

Total

91

The number of trips an individual has taken in their lifetime to a particular beach
or their ―attachment‖ to the beach may impact their position on wind power projects.
Special attachment might mean a long history of going there, once attending a special
event there, or something else special about the particular beach. Close to half of the
sample visited their random beach less than 5 times in their lifetime, while roughly 25%
had made more than 25 trips to the beach (Table 5.18). Note, since the majority of the
sample made such a small number of trips to that particular beach, it reflects to some
extent a lack of attachment among a segment of the population. Although number of
visits may be a good proxy for ―attachment,‖ survey respondents were also asked how
they would rate their attachment to the randomly chosen beaches. Close to half of the
respondents said they had ―no special attachment‖ to the beach, while roughly 23% had
either a strong or extremely strong attachment to the beach (Table 5.19). This
substantiates the evidence about a general lack of attachment to the random beach from
the number of lifetime trips.

Table 5.18: Lifetime Trips

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Less than 5 trips

757

44%

Between 6 and 25 trips

555

32%

More than 25 trips

406

24%

1718

100%

Total

92

Table 5.19: Attachment

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

No Attachment

770

45%

Modest Attachment

551

32%

Strong Attachment

268

16%

Extremely Strong Attachment

118

7%

1707

100%

Total

Table 5.20: Season

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

January-February

53

3%

March-April-May

215

12%

June-July-August

1102

64%

354

21%

1724

100%

September-October-November-December
Total

93

The majority of visits to east coast ocean beaches were as expected in the
summer months, June, July and August, with close to two thirds of the sample last
visiting a beach at this time (Table 5.20). Trailing behind with about 20% is the autumn
season possibly due to the boost in beach visitation rates for September from the Labor
Day holiday and the warmer water that prevails in the fall as compared to the spring.
The winter months, January and February, experienced the least visits with only 3% of
beachgoers visiting an ocean beach at that time.
The most popular trip type was a day-trip with more than 40% of beachgoers
citing it as the type of trip they took most often. (The definition of each trip type can be
found in Table 5.21.) This was followed by long overnight and short overnight-trips,
with roughly 25% of the sample identified as taking each (Table 5.22). Month or longer
trips, side trips and excursion trips combined accounted for less than 5% of all trips.
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Table 5.21: Trip Type Definitions

Trip Type

Definition
A trip as short as 30 minutes or as long as several hours

Day-Trip

where an individual leaves and returns to their permanent
residence the same day.
A trip where you spend at least 1 but less than 4 nights

Short Overnight-Trip
away from your permanent residence.
A trip where you spend more than 4 but less than 30 nights
Long Overnight-Trip
away from your permanent residence.
A trip where you spend a month or longer continuously
Month or Longer Trip
away from your permanent residence.
Trips whose main purpose is largely unrelated to beach
Side Trip

recreation but you decide to spend some time on or near the
beach for recreation or fun while there.
If away from home visiting many places for different

Excursion Trip
purposes and a beach trip happens to be one part of the trip.
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Table 5.22: Trip Type

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Trip Type
Day-Trip

728

42.2%

Short Overnight-Trip

442

25.6%

Long Overnight-Trip

477

27.7%

9

0.5%

Side Trip

43

2.5%

Excursion Trip

26

1.5%

1725

100%

Month or Longer Trip

Total

96

The distribution of time spent on each of these types of trips as well as the
summary statistics for each trip type can be seen in Tables 5.23 and 5.24, respectively.
From Table 5.23, a majority of respondents spent 2-3 hours on the beach during their
day-trips (23% of the day-trip sample), while 45% spent 2 nights on their short
overnight-trips and 27% spent 7 nights on their long overnight-trips. The average length
of the day-trips was 3 hours and 53 minutes (3.88 hours) with a standard deviation of 1
hour and 58 minutes (1.97 hours) (Table 5.24). The mean for short and long overnighttrips was roughly 2 and 6 days, respectively.
To determine the extent of curiosity for new offshore wind power projects,
respondents were asked whether they would take a special trip just to see the wind
power projects at a given distance offshore on one of 18 random beaches (2 per state).
These 18 random beaches were chosen based on both their proximity to wind energy
areas and popularity in the state. The list of the eighteen randomly selected beaches is
shown in Table 5.26. Prior to asking respondents if they would make a special trip, the
survey sought information on how familiar the respondents were to their selected beach
(Table 5.25). Close to 25% of respondents were either familiar or somewhat familiar
with the random beach. Roughly three in five respondents were unfamiliar with the
beach. Twelve percent of the sample said they would take a special trip to see a wind
power project—projects varied not only by beach but by distance from the shore as
well. When asked how many such trips they would take, 76% said they would take only
one and 23% said they would take between 2 and 5 such trips (Table 5.27 and Table
5.28).
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Table 5.23: Length of Stay

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Length of Stay
Day-Trip Length
Less than 1 hour

25

4%

1-2 hours

73

11%

2-3 hours

161

23%

3-4 hours

119

17%

4-5 hours

122

18%

5-6 hours

87

13%

6-7 hours

45

7%

7-8 hours

29

4%

More than 8 hours

21

3%

682

100%

1 night

86

21%

2 nights

182

45%

3 nights

136

34%

Total

404

100%

Total
Short Overnight-Trip Length

98

Table 5.23: Length of Stay (continued)

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Length of Stay
Long Overnight-Trip Length
4 nights

104

23%

5 nights

84

19%

6 nights

88

20%

7 nights

121

27%

8 nights

12

3%

9 nights

7

2%

10 nights

3

1%

11 nights

1

0.2%

12 nights

1

0.2%

13 nights

5

1%

14 nights

12

3%

15 nights

1

0.2%

21 nights

1

0.2%

30 nights

1

0.2%

441

100%

Total

99

Table 5.24: Summary Statistics for Trip Lengths

Trip Type

Mean

Standard Deviation

Day-Trip

3.88 hours

1.97 hours

Short Overnight-Trip

2.12 days

0.73 days

Long Overnight-Trip

6.13 days

2.25 days

Table 5.25: Familiarity with Special Trip Beach

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Respondents

the Sample

Respondents

the Sample

Familiar

159

9%

141

7%

Somewhat Familiar

281

17%

303

15%

Somewhat Unfamiliar

195

11%

183

9%

Unfamiliar

1088

63%

1423

69%

Total

1723

100%

2050

100%

100

Table 5.26: Random Beaches for Special Trip

Beach Names
Assateague Island, MD
Brigantine, NJ
Chincoteague Island National Wildlife Refuge, VA
Fenwick Island, DE
Hilton Head Island, SC
Hyannis Port, MA
Jones Beach, NY
Kitty Hawk, NC
Long Beach, NY
Myrtle Beach, SC
Ocean City, MD
Ocean City, NJ
Rehoboth Beach, DE
Sachuest Beach – Newport, RI
South Beach - Martha's Vineyard, MA
South Shore Beach - Little Compton, RI
Virginia Beach, VA
Wrightsville Beach, NC
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Table 5.27: Special Trip

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Respondents

the Sample

Respondents

the Sample

210

12%

189

9%

1509

88%

1859

91%

1719

100%

2048

100%

Special Trip
Yes, I would make a
special trip
No, I would not make a
special trip
Total

Table 5.28: Number of Special Trips

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Number of
Special Trips
1 Trip
2-5 Trips
More than 5 Trips
Total

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Respondents

the Sample

Respondents

the Sample

160

76%

132

70%

48

23%

56

30%

2

1%

1

0%

210

100%

189

100%
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Table 5.29: Special Trip by Distance

Beachgoers and
Beachgoers Only
Non-Beachgoers
Distance from Shore (in
Miles)

Taking a

Percent of

Taking a

Percent of

Special Trip

the Sample

Special Trip

the Sample

2.5

36

14%

26

10%

5

30

12%

19

7%

7.5

30

12%

27

10%

10

44

19%

33

10%

12.5

27

11%

41

14%

15

18

7%

32

10%

20

25

10%

11

4%

Although only 12% of the sample would take a special trip, the percentage
varied based on the distance from shore the wind power project would be located (Table
5.29). Close to 20% of those who saw the wind power project at 10 miles wanted to
take a special trip. At distances past 10 miles, the percentage of beachgoers that wanted
to take the trip dropped below the sample average but the results are not statistically
different among the seven distances at the five percent significance level.
Due to the novelty of offshore wind power projects for many people, boat tours
are often offered at some offshore wind power projects around the world. These tours
usually take between 2 and 3 hours, and last about 1 hour near the turbines, including a
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guided presentation. Currently these tours are at sites like the Thanet Offshore Wind
Farm in the United Kingdom, Bremerhaven in Germany, and the Middelgrunden Wind
Turbine Cooperative in Denmark (Port of Ramsgate, 2016; Bremerhaven, 2016;
Middelgrunden, 2016). These tours were set to vary in price and for the survey were
randomized at $10, $25, $35, $50, $100, $150 and $300 (Table 5.30 and Table 5.31).
Given the random variation in the cost and location of the boat tour, beachgoers were
asked if they would take such a boat tour. Twenty percent of the sample, on average,
would take such a boat tour if it were offered (at an average of about $80/person).
For those beachgoers who owned a primary residence within five miles of an
ocean beach in any of the nine states of interest, or owned a secondary residence in or
near a beach community that they sometimes use while visiting ocean beaches, whether
these owners believe an offshore wind power project would impact their property values
and whether it would cause them to sell their property were determined. Offshore wind
power projects were placed at one of seven random distances offshore at the beach
closest to their primary or secondary residence. These questions help to clarify whether
the projects‘ distance from shore has an impact on the beliefs or actions of these
homeowners. Roughly 30% of both primary and secondary residence owners said they
would either sell or likely sell their property (Table 5.32). Slightly more secondary
owners were unlikely to sell their properties; 43% of primary owners were unlikely to
sell versus 51% among secondary owners.
The likelihood of selling varied drastically when the distance from shore was
taken into account (Table 5.33 and 5.34). Owners of primary residences close to the
ocean were least likely to sell their property (87% of the sample) when the wind power
projects were 10 miles from shore. This was followed by 15 and 20 miles, with close to
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80% of homeowners preferring not to sell. The percentages of owners at all other
distances that were unlikely to sell were below the average percentage of 70% but there
are no statistically significant differences among the seven distances at the five percent
significance level. The story was less clear for secondary residence owners as the
sample size became too thin when dividing by the seven distances.
The perceived impact on property values is more dissimilar between primary
and secondary residence owners. As can be seen in Table 5.35, for those with primary
residences within 5 miles of the ocean, only 13% said they believed their property
values would go up, either substantially or modestly. The percentage of homeowners
with secondary residences near the ocean that maintained the same belief about their
property values was more than double those of primary residence owners. That is, about
27% of secondary residence owners believed their property values would increase either
modestly or substantially. Beliefs that beach property values would decrease were
similar among primary and secondary residence owners. For each group, exactly 30%
of the sample believed their property values would decrease either substantially or
modestly. The number of homeowners who thought the wind power projects would
have no effect on property values was higher among primary residence owners than
secondary residence owners. 57% of primary residence owners thought it would have
no effect while 43% of secondary residence owners thought the same.
Table 5.36 shows the perceived impact on property values for owners of primary
residences within 5 miles of the ocean. Homeowners who viewed the simulations at 2.5
miles held the most positive beliefs (29% of the sample at this distance) about their
property value, that is, the value would go up substantially or modestly. This was
followed by a distance of 5 miles from shore, with 20% of the sample believing their
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property values would increase. The only other distances with percentages above the
average for the sample (13%), were 12.5 and 20 miles. Thirty percent of the
homeowners on average thought their property values would decrease when turbines
were placed off the coast. Homeowners at 15 miles from shore were most likely to
believe property values would fall, followed by 7.5 and 12.5 miles, respectively. All
other distances fell below the average percentage of thirty percent. At 10 miles, the
owners of these residences were least likely to believe their property values would go
down. More than half the sample on average thought these wind power projects would
have no effect on their property values if erected off the beach closest to their property.
The belief that these turbines would have no impact peaked at 10 miles from shore
when 85% of the sample thought it would have no effect. This was followed by 20
miles where roughly two in three residents thought it would have no effect. All other
distances fell below the average; 5 miles was closest to the overall average, followed by
2.5 miles, 12.5 miles, 7.5 miles, and 15 miles, respectively but the differences are not
statistically significant among the distances at the five percent significance level.
In addition to boat tours and special trips, coastal tourism in general may also be
affected by offshore wind power projects. Beachgoers were asked whether in their
judgment, an offshore wind power project would increase or decrease coastal tourism.
The question randomly varied the distance the offshore wind power project would be
located from shore. Half the sample believed that an offshore wind power project would
have no effect on coastal tourism; more than a third of the beachgoers thought it would
decrease or moderately decrease tourism, while 14 percent believed it would increase or
moderately increase tourism (Table 5.37).
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The percentage of beachgoers with the belief that the offshore wind power
project would increase or moderately increase coastal tourism did not vary significantly
as project distance from shore changed (Table 5.38). This suggests that there may be an
underlying belief, besides sheer visuals, which drives their judgments about offshore
wind power projects and coastal tourism. Thus, beachgoers may believe that their
presence, and not necessarily their proximity to the shore, will drive an increase in
tourism.
There was a pattern between distance from shore and the percentage of
beachgoers who thought it would decrease or moderately decrease tourism. At 2.5 miles
from shore, more than 50% of beachgoers thought the offshore wind turbines would
lower coastal tourism. This percentage among beachgoers decreased consistently from
the nearest to the farthest distance from shore, with only a slight discrepancy between
10 and 12.5 miles but the results were not statistically significant at the 5 percent level
among the seven distances. The largest numbers of respondents who thought it would
have no effect were at the farthest distances from shore, 15 and 20 miles. This pattern
was almost perfectly mirrored at the closest distance, 2.5 miles, where the least number
of respondents thought it had no effect on coastal tourism.
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Table 5.30: Boat Trip

Yes, I would take a boat trip

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

349

20%

No, I would not take a boat trip

1378

80%

Total

1717

100%

Table 5.31: Boat Tour Cost

Number of Yes

%Yes

Responses

Responses

Costs
$10

103

41%

$25

74

34%

$35

72

30%

$50

50

18%

$100

24

9%

$150

18

7%

$300

8

4%
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Table 5.32: Likelihood of Selling Primary or Secondary Residence

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Residence
Primary Residence
-

Likely

13

5%

-

Somewhat Likely

62

25%

-

Somewhat Unlikely

68

27%

-

Unlikely

107

43%

250

100%

4

5%

Total
Secondary Residence
-

Likely

-

Somewhat Likely

21

23%

-

Somewhat Unlikely

19

21%

-

Unlikely

46

51%

90

100%

Total

109

Table 5.33: Likelihood of Selling Primary Residences by Distance

Likely/Somewhat

Unlikely/Somewhat

Likely

Unlikely

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
2.5

32%

68%

5

48%

52%

7.5

41%

59%

10

13%

87%

12.5

38%

62%

15

17%

83%

20

21%

79%

Total

30%

70%
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Table 5.34: Likelihood of Selling Secondary Residences by Distance

Likely/Somewhat

Unlikely/Somewhat

Likely

Unlikely

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
2.5

68%

32%

6%

94%

7.5

23%

77%

10

34%

66%

12.5

15%

85%

15

0%

100%

20

16%

84%

Total

28%

72%

5
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Table 5.35: Believed Impact on Value of Primary or Secondary Residence

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Residence
Primary Residence
-

Go Up Substantially

11

4%

-

Go Up Modestly

24

9%

-

No Effect

145

57%

-

Go Down Modestly

58

23%

-

Go Down Substantially

18

7%

256

100%

2

2%

Total
Secondary Residence
-

Go Up Substantially

-

Go Up Modestly

22

25%

-

No Effect

39

43%

-

Go Down Modestly

15

17%

-

Go Down Substantially

12

13%

90

100%

Total

112

Table 5.36: Believed Impact on Value of Primary Residence by Distance

Go Up

Go Down

Distance from Shore (in
Substantially/

No Effect

Substantially/

Miles)
Modestly

Modestly

2.5

29%

51%

20%

5

20%

56%

24%

7.5

8%

48%

44%

10

3%

85%

12%

12.5

15%

49%

36%

15

11%

34%

55%

20

15%

64%

21%

Total

13%

57%

30%
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Table 5.37: Perceived Impact on Tourism

Number of

Percent of the

Respondents

Sample

Impact on Tourism
Increase Tourism

45

3%

Moderately Increase Tourism

199

11%

No Effect on Tourism

857

50%

Moderately Decrease Tourism

435

25%

Decrease Tourism

187

11%

1723

100%

Total

Table 5.38: Perceived Impact on Tourism by Distance

Increase/

Decrease/

Distance from Shore (in

No Effect
Moderately

Miles)

Moderately
on Tourism

Increase Tourism

Decrease Tourism

2.5

14%

30%

56%

5

12%

42%

46%

7.5

14%

46%

40%

10

16%

54%

30%

12.5

14%

50%

36%

15

12%

65%

23%

20

16%

62%

22%

Total

14%

50%

36%
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Lastly, respondents were asked a contingent valuation question to estimate the
value of their last beach trip. Assuming the cost to get to other beaches remained
unchanged; beachgoers were asked if they would still take their trip if the cost was
higher. The cost, hereafter the bid value, depending on the type of trip, was varied
randomly per person. From the percentage of respondents that say yes to the bid value,
the lower bound average willingness to pay (WTP) for respondents can be inferred
using the Turnbull method. The Turnbull approach is a useful method for estimating a
distribution function when the data is incomplete due to grouping, censoring and/or
truncation, and as a non-parametric estimator it does not form restrictive assumptions
on respondents‘ preferences (Turnbull, 1976). For example, if twenty percent of the
sample say yes to a bid of $50, assuming it is bounded from below by $0 and from
above by $100, a WTP of at least $50 can be inferred for twenty percent of the sample
while a WTP of $0 can be inferred for eighty percent. The lower bound estimate on the
average WTP for the sample is then $50(0.2)x$0(0.8)=$10. Using the Turnbull method,
the non-parametric estimates for trip values were estimated (Tables 5.39, 5.40 and
5.41).
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Table 5.39: Day-Trip Value

Costs

%Yes Responses

Contribution

$10

90.46

0

$25

58.90

3.16

$50

48.66

2.56

$75

38.30

5.18

$100

12.40

19.42

$150

20.64

0

$200

16.72

0

$250

27.79

0

$300

5.60

6.80

$500

18.33

16.80

$750

6.24

0

Day-Trip Value

53.92
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Table 5.40: Short Overnight-Trip Value

Costs

%Yes Responses

Contribution

$25

95.98

0

$50

89.44

1.64

$100

58.35

15.55

$150

36.72

21.63

$250

43.06

0

$350

25.11

17.41

$500

9.56

54.42

$750

23.35

0

$1000

1.40

40.80

$1500

2.45

14.80

$2000

1.67

0

Short Overnight-Trip Value

165.45
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Table 5.41: Long Overnight-Trip Value

Costs

%Yes Responses

Contribution

$50

73.04

0

$100

91.36

0

$200

81.59

0

$350

73.51

0

$500

47.46

12.79

$750

48.44

0

$1000

27.56

99.50

$1500

18.69

88.70

$2000

14.36

64.95

$3000

3.37

219.80

$5000

10.57

101.10

Long Overnight-Trip Value

586.84
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Chapter 6
THREE CORE QUESTIONS AND
ESTIMATION RESULTS

In this section, I will discuss the models used to evaluate the impact of the
offshore wind power projects on both beachgoers and non-beachgoers. This section is
divided into three parts, (i) the impact of offshore wind power projects on beachgoers‘
experience, (ii) the factors that influence the decision to change trips based on the
presence of the offshore wind power projects, and (iii) the factors that influence the
decision to take a special trip to see the offshore wind power projects among both
beachgoers and non-beachgoers.
6.1 Better, Worse or Neither Beach Experience
Beachgoers were shown three simulations of wind power projects at three
different distances from shore. The three distances from shore were randomly drawn
from 2.5 miles, 5 miles, 7.5 miles, 10 miles, 12.5 miles, 15 miles and 20 miles.
Respondents were told these wind power projects were on a single beach chosen at
random from among all the beaches they visited in 2014. Note, these results only apply
to beachgoers who gave a response to beaches visited in 2014. Non-beachgoers were
excluded in this analysis. At each distance, they were asked if the presence of these
wind power projects would have affected their experience or enjoyment on their last
trip. Respondents were then asked to choose among five options: Worse, Somewhat
Worse, Neither, Somewhat Better or Better.
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The effect of placing wind power projects at varying distances offshore on
people‘s experience or enjoyment at the beach is shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. In
Figure 6.1, individuals who said their beach experience would have been made worse or
somewhat worse by the projects are represented by the ―Worse‖ line. Alternatively,
individuals who said their beach experience would have been made better or somewhat
better by the projects is represented by the ―Better‖ line. Note, as the turbines are placed
farther away from the shore, there is a consistent decrease in the percentage of people
who think it would have made their beach experience worse or somewhat worse. At 2.5
miles from shore, as many as one in two people say the wind power project has a
negative impact on their experience. If a wind power project were to be constructed 20
miles from shore, those negatively impacted falls to 10%, with the most severe impact
affecting only 4% of the sample (Figure 6.2). Individuals who state the wind turbines
would have made their experience neither better nor worse also increase as the wind
turbines are installed farther off the coast. Those who are neutral represent as many as
three in four respondents. Even at near distances, more than one in three respondents
find offshore wind power projects would have neither a positive nor negative impact on
their beach experience.
Some survey respondents find that the offshore wind power projects enhance
their beach experience. In general, the farther away the wind turbines are from shore,
the better their experience at the beach. From 5 miles to farther offshore, the upward
trend is consistent. However, their experience is improved at the nearest distance (2.5
miles from shore) relative to five miles. It is worth noting that when the wind turbines
are placed 5 miles or farther from shore, the majority think their experience would be
made better or no worse than if the turbines had not been located adjacent to the beach.
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Figure 6.2 provides the disaggregated data, with trend lines for ―Worse,‖
―Somewhat Worse,‖ ―Better‖ ―Somewhat Better‖ and ―Neither Worse nor Better.‖ In
this graph, the dotted green ―Better‖ line (those who say their experience would be
made better only, and not somewhat better) is relatively flat as distance of the wind
power projects from shore increases. Although there is still a slight kink at 5 miles, it is
less extreme when somewhat responses are removed from the sample. Additionally,
those who say their experience would be strongly improved are consistently less than
ten percent of the sample. In fact, at distances 12.5 miles or less, the improved
experience is five percent or less.
Figure 6.3 provides net effects. It includes only those who believe offshore wind
power projects would make their beach experience better or worse—that is, it excludes
those who believe they have a neutral impact. The solid line indicates the net effect of
those who say their experience would be improved or somewhat improved subtracted
from those who say it would be worsened or somewhat worsened. The dotted line
indicates the net effect of those who state it has improved (excludes somewhat better)
their beach experience subtracted from those who think it has harmed (excludes
somewhat worse) their beach experience. Both lines show an upward trend as the wind
turbines are moved farther from shore. However, at 2.5 miles there is a slight aberration
when one takes those who believe it would have a ―worse‖ or ―somewhat worse‖
impact on their beach experience and subtracts ―better‖ or ―somewhat better‖
experiences. Notice at 15 and 20 miles from shore, the net effect of offshore wind
power projects is positive.
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Figure 6.1: Beach Experience and Distance of Turbines (Aggregated)
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Figure 6.2: Beach Experience and Distance of Turbines
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Figure 6.3: Net Effect of Distance of Turbines

Table 6.1: Most Important Reasons for Better and Worse

Number of

Percent of

Respondents

the Sample

Reasons for Better
Environment

175

52%

Energy Security

79

24%

Appeal of Seascape

38

11%

Economy

38

11%

5

2%

View of Seascape

545

61%

Harm to Marine Life

256

29%

Navigation

23

3%

Waste of Taxes

35

4%

Other

38

3%

Other
Reasons for Worse
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The most important reasons that people expressed for their beach experiences
worsening or improving are displayed in Table 6.1 (the survey question can be found in
the Appendix). Respondents were first provided with a pair of closed-ended questions
(depending on worse/better) that provided four options and other where respondents
could check all that applied. They were then asked to list which of the checked choices
was most important to them. The overwhelming reason people identified as the most
important cause of their beach experience worsening is these projects perceived
negative impact on the view of the seascape. Sixty-one percent of beachgoers cite the
offshore project‘s impact on the view as the main reason it worsened their beach
experience. Twenty-nine percent of beachgoers identified a concern for effects on the
marine environment as their main reason. Navigation, waste of taxes and other concerns
were each mentioned by only very small percentages as the most important reason.
Given the fact the view of the seascape is the most important reason 61% of the
sample find their beach experience worsened, it is no surprise that at closer distances
where the offshore wind turbines are most noticeable are also the distances where a
larger percentage of people find their beach experience worsened (Figure 6.1). At far
distances, fewer people find their beach experience worsened by the turbines since the
offshore turbines tend to fade into the horizon and are harder to perceive when the
project is located farther from the coast.
In contrast, the perceived positive impact on the environment is the main reason
why 52% of beachgoers say their experience is made better by the projects. This is
followed by 24% of the sample believing their beach experience will be improved by
the contribution of the project to US energy security, 11% given the project‘s positive
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appeal on the seascape and an additional 11% based on the project‘s contribution to the
economy.
As noted earlier, 61% of beachgoers whose experience was worsened identified
impacts of the view as the most important reason for a worsened beach experience; this
compares to 11% who found the view to be a positive force among those beachgoers
who indicated that a wind power project would improve their beach experiences. Thus,
the straightforward trend found between the project‘s distance from shore and
―worsened‖ beach experience may not necessary apply for ―better‖ beach experience
(Figure 6.1). In fact, there is a downward trend in the ―better‖ experience as the
project‘s distance from shore increases from 2.5 miles to 5 miles, but then it rises
consistently from 5 miles to 20 miles. One reason for this may be that when the project
is closest to shore at 2.5 miles and impossible to miss, respondents feel that at that point
the most good is done for the environment and the economy. At the same time, knowing
the project exists, although not necessarily at 2.5 miles, still brings a positive reaction to
some as they feel the environment and economy are being helped no matter the
project‘s distance from shore. To some within the sample, there is also the notion that at
far distances the vague silhouettes of the turbines are appealing as they feel they merge
and complement the horizon the farther they are from the coast. These two dissimilar
effects may be the reason behind the ―better‖ curve in Table 6.1
Random effects ordered logit models were used to analyze the factors that
influence the turbines‘ impact on individuals‘ beach experience. Random effects were
necessary since individuals answer this question three times at three different distances.
Recall, there is a five-point scale for the experience effect, starting at 1 with Worse,
followed by Somewhat Worse, Neither, and Somewhat Better, and ending at 5 with
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Better. The threshold parameters for these logits are listed at the bottom of Table 6.1
(see Equation 4.21, 4.23 and 4.24).
In the model in Table 6.1, the negative coefficients on each of the distance
variables, the turbines at 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5 and 15 miles from shore, indicate people‘s
experience at the beach is worsened. These variables are all statistically significant at
the one percent level. Compared to individuals taking day-trips, those taking long
overnight-trips are more likely to report a better experience. People who have a strong
attachment to the particular beach the wind power projects were placed on are more
likely to have their experience worsened than those with no attachment to the specific
beach (p<0.01). Respondents who find boating, sand or water activities important to
their beach experience are more likely to be negatively impacted by the wind power
projects off the coast (p<0.05). Individuals who are in favor or somewhat in favor of
wind power as an energy source in the United States are more likely to be positively
impacted by the offshore wind power projects while those opposed or somewhat
opposed to them are more likely to be negatively impacted by the projects compared to
those who are neither opposed nor in favor (p<0.05). Residents who lived within 5
miles of an ocean beach respond more positively to offshore wind power projects and
their impact on beach experience (p<0.01). Individuals who had finished high school or
received a GED, and continued on to higher levels of educational attainment are more
likely to have their beach experience negatively affected by the offshore wind power
projects compared to individuals who had not finished high school (p<0.01). Similarly,
the higher respondents‘ income level, the more likely their beach experience would be
harmed by the offshore wind power projects (p<0.05). Lastly, those whose last visit to
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the beach was in the summer months are most likely to have their beach experience
positively influenced by the offshore wind power projects (p<0.10).
The frequency of respondents‘ visits to the beach, the distance to that specific
beach, the number of days wind turbines had been seen in 2014, whether the beach was
close to their secondary residence, and the age of respondents are not good predictors in
determining whether the offshore wind power projects would harm or improve beach
experience.
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Table 6.2: Experience Random Effects Ordered Logits for Individuals

Y= 1-Worse 2-Somewhat Worse 3-Neither 4-Somewhat Better 5-Better
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

2.5 Miles

-4.165

-18.56

5 Miles

-3.733

-17.40

7.5 Miles

-2.392

-12.36

10 Miles

-1.662

-8.42

12.5 Miles

-1.028

-5.78

15 Miles

-0.498

-2.48

Short Overnight-Trip

-0.270

-1.05

Long Overnight-Trip

0.653

2.32

Other

-0.218

-0.50

Summer

0.347

1.76

Modest Attachment

-0.132

-0.62

Strong Attachment

-0.755

-3.00

Favor Wind Power

1.908

7.22

Somewhat Favor Wind Power

0.585

2.06

Somewhat Against Wind Power

-2.841

-5.16

Against Wind Power

-6.023

-8.04

Distance Offshore (20 Miles Excluded)

Trip Type (Day-Trip Excluded):

Attachment (No Attachment Excluded):

Wind Preference (Neither Favor nor Oppose Excluded):
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Table 6.2: Experience Random Effects Ordered Logits for Individuals (continued)

Y= 1-Worse 2-Somewhat Worse 3-Neither 4-Somewhat Better 5-Better
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Water

-1.031

-3.91

Sand

-0.516

-2.15

Boating

-2.106

-3.20

Nearby Waterbodies

0.094

0.15

Shore Fishing & 4-Wheel Drive

0.568

1.20

More than 5 times per year

0.339

0.39

Between 1 to 5 times per year

0.101

0.12

Once every 2 years to less than once every 5 years

0.550

0.64

High School

-3.200

-5.94

Some College

-3.593

-6.60

Bachelor’s Degree or Higher

-4.087

-7.46

Log Distance from Beach

-0.098

-0.95

Days Wind Turbines Seen

-0.113

-1.36

Residence less than 5 miles from ocean beach

0.941

3.22

Log Age

-0.010

-0.04

Log Income

-0.270

-2.00

Beach close to Secondary Residence

0.457

0.66

Activities (Boardwalk Activities Excluded):

Frequency of Beach Visits (Never or Almost Never Excluded):

Education (Less than High School Excluded):
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Table 6.2: Experience Random Effects Ordered Logits for Individuals (continued)

Y= 1-Worse 2-Somewhat Worse 3-Neither 4-Somewhat Better 5-Better
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

μ1

-12.691

-6.09

μ2

-10.194

-4.92

μ3

-3.917

-1.91

μ4

-2.500

-1.22

N=3448 LL= -2837.5908 Wald χ2=666.13 Prob>χ2=0.00
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6.2 Change Trips
6.2.1 Change Trips Graph and Estimation Results
For respondents who said the offshore wind power projects would worsen or
somewhat worsen their beach experience, they were asked if they had been aware of the
wind power project before taking the trip, would they have continued to visit the same
beach, or alternatively, would they either visit another beach or do something else. All
results have been weighted to adjust for how certain respondents were on whether they
would have taken the selected course of action. Adjusting for certainty helps to mitigate
hypothetical biases that are often associated with contingent behavior experiments
(Champ et al., 1997; Champ, Moore and Bishop, 2004).
Figure 6.4 illustrates the change trip trend as wind turbines are placed farther
away from shore. I define ―change‖ as a beachgoer deciding to not go to the beach
where the wind power project is located. ―Change‖ occurs when the beachgoer decides
to switch beaches or do something else as a result of the offshore wind power project. In
Figure 6.4, the ―Switch Beaches or Do Something Else‖ line represents switching
beaches and doing something else, and ―Do Something Else‖ represents doing
something else. Change trip rates are consistently higher the closer the wind turbines are
to the shore, and there are no kinks in this trend. Twenty-seven percent say they would
not visit their chosen beach if the wind turbines are located 2.5 miles from shore
compared to only 4% at 20 miles from shore. At 2.5 miles, 10% of respondents who say
the offshore wind turbines would have worsened (or somewhat worsened) their beach
experience say they would do something else. This drops to 2% when the turbines are
20 miles from shore. Interestingly, when the turbines are as close as 5 miles, very few
people would choose to do something else, that is, take a non-beach trip or do nothing.
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Estimation results for the change trip models are in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. These
change trip models use a random effects logistic model (Equations 4.5, 4.23 and 4.24)
to account for the fact each individual in the sample may answer the same question as
many as three times at different distances. Consistent with Figure 6.4, both models
show that as distance from shore increases, the tendency to change trips decreases when
compared to 20 miles from shore, and all distance variables are statistically significant
at the one percent level.
In the model from Table 6.3, visitors taking short and long overnight-trips are
more likely to change trips when compared to those taking day-trips; this coefficient is
significant at the five percent level. As expected, individuals who are in favor of wind
power as an energy source are less likely to change their beach trip plans than those in
the survey that are neutral (p<0.01). Respondents who are opposed to wind power are
more likely to change their beach trips when compared to respondents who neither
favor nor oppose wind power. The latter results are significant at the 1% level.
Individuals that engage in activities that involve water, sand, boats, and nearby
waterbodies show a higher and statistically significant (p<0.01) probability of changing
their plans than those who partake in boardwalk activities. The more educated
respondents were, the higher the chance they would change their beach trip plans.
Those with a Bachelor‘s degree or higher are the most likely to change when compared
to those with less than a high school degree or a GED (p<0.05). As age increases, the
less likely a person would change trips while the higher their income, the more likely
they would change. These coefficients are all strongly significant (p<0.01).
The number of days individuals saw a wind turbine in 2014, whether they
owned a residence less than 5 miles from the ocean, frequency of ocean beach visits, the
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log of the distance to respondents‘ random beach, and whether the last trip to that beach
was in the summer, are not good predictors for trip change.
In the model from Table 6.4, those participants who visited beaches in the other
eight states compared to Maryland are more likely to change. The coefficients on the
majority of states are significant at the five percent level. Visitors to Massachusetts are
seventeen times more likely to change; on the other hand, North Carolina visitors are
only four times more likely to change. Visitors taking short and long overnight-trips are
also more prone to change when compared to those taking day-trips; they are roughly
twice as likely to change. Beaches with boardwalks are less likely to experience
changing trips (p<0.05) while those with high levels of development (indicated by high
rise buildings) are more likely to show changing trips (p<0.10).
6.2.2 Change Trips Probabilities and Valuation
Table 6.5 shows the probability of change trips for eighteen beaches using the
logit model in Table 6.4. These beaches were picked from among ocean beaches in the
nine coastal states: Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Virginia. Each state is represented by two
beaches that were close to the wind energy areas (WEAs) as identified by BOEM.
The beaches in Massachusetts, Hyannis Port and South Beach, are predicted to
have the highest probabilities for changing trips – likely due to a strong Cape Wind
effect. At 2.5 miles from shore, Hyannis Port has predicted change trip rates of 47%,
45% and 40% for long overnight, short overnight and day-trips, respectively. This falls
to 9% for both short and long overnight-trips at 20 miles, and 7% for day-trips. At 2.5
miles shore, South Beach has change trip rates of 41%, 40% and 34% for long
overnight, short overnight and day-trips, respectively. It falls to 8%, 7% and 6% when
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the project is located 20 miles from shore for long overnight, short overnight and daytrips, respectively. Myrtle Beach, South Carolina also has high rates of trip change that
are not far behind South Beach. In general, long overnight-trips tend to have the highest
change trip rates, followed by short overnight-trips and day-trips, respectively.
Tables 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, report the consumer losses at four selected beaches:
Rehoboth Beach, Delaware; Fenwick Island, Delaware; Ocean City, Maryland; Ocean
City, New Jersey.
Using the contingent valuation answers from Tables 5.39, 5.40 and 5.41, the
value of each trip type in the sample were estimated. Using Turnbull non-parametric
estimates, the value of a day-trip was $53.92. Short overnight-trips were valued at
$165.45 and long overnight-trips at $586.84.
The total number of visitors to the four listed beaches was obtained from the
United States Lifesaving Association.2 Trip change rates were taken from Table 6.5 and
trip type percentages from Table 5.22. Using per-trip values, total number of visitors,
the percentage breakdown for trip types, and change trip rates, I was able to estimate
consumer losses for each beach annually, by the offshore wind power project‘s distance
from shore. Among Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, Fenwick Island, Delaware, Ocean City,
Maryland, and Ocean City, New Jersey, Rehoboth Beach had the highest annual
consumer loss of roughly $225 million when the wind power projects are 2.5 miles
from shore, and roughly $37 million when they are positioned 20 miles from shore.

2

United States Lifesaving Association http://www.usla.org/?page=STATISTICS
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Figure 6.4: Change Trips by Distance of Turbines

Table 6.3: Change Trip Logits for Individuals

Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Odds

Constant

-13.547

-4.65

2.5 Miles

6.727

13.19

834.928

5 Miles

5.443

11.36

231.220

7.5 Miles

4.361

9.69

78.301

10 Miles

3.373

7.65

29.152

12.5 Miles

2.212

5.27

9.138

15 Miles

1.776

3.67

5.908

Short Overnight-Trip

0.939

2.51

2.557

Long Overnight-Trip

1.043

2.54

2.836

Other

0.480

0.68

1.617

Modest Attachment

-0.418

-1.32

0.658

Strong Attachment

0.395

1.10

1.484

Favor Wind Power

-1.808

-5.04

0.164

Somewhat Favor Wind Power

-0.058

-0.16

0.944

Somewhat Against Wind Power

4.015

5.24

55.411

Against Wind Power

7.208

7.62

1350.564

Distance Offshore (20 Miles Excluded)

Trip Type (Day-Trip Excluded):

Level of Attachment (No Attachment
Excluded):

Wind Preference (Neither Favor nor Oppose
Excluded):
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Table 6.3: Change Trip Logits for Individuals (continued)

Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Odds

Water

1.684

4.24

5.389

Sand

1.411

3.79

4.098

Boating

3.678

4.52

39.571

Nearby Waterbodies

1.808

1.95

6.100

Shore Fishing & 4-Wheel Drive

1.014

1.39

2.758

More than 5 times per year

0.914

0.76

2.495

Between 1 to 5 times per year

1.047

0.91

2.849

0.887

0.76

2.428

High School

1.607

2.34

5.000

Some College

2.475

3.65

11.885

Bachelor’s Degree or Higher

2.639

3.88

13.999

Log Distance from Beach

0.022

0.14

1.022

Days Wind Turbines Seen

0.139

1.52

1.149

Residence less than 5 miles from ocean beach

-0.706

-1.58

0.494

Summer

-0.009

-0.03

0.991

Log Age

-1.172

-3.23

0.310

Log Income

0.400

2.21

1.492

Activities (Boardwalk Activities Excluded):

Frequency of Beach Visits (Never or Almost
Never Excluded):

Once every 2 years to less than once every 5
years
Education (Less than High School Excluded):
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Table 6.3: Change Trip Logits for Individuals (continued)

Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Odds

Beach close to Secondary Residence

-0.884

-0.78

0.413

N=5103 LL= -1392.9592 Wald χ2=281.62 Prob>χ2=0.00

Table 6.4: Change Trip Logits for Simulations

Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Odds

Constant

-12.330

-7.00

2.5 Miles

6.773

14.34

873.595

5 Miles

5.494

12.06

243.234

7.5 Miles

4.383

10.24

80.047

10 Miles

3.326

7.87

27.828

12.5 Miles

2.278

5.75

9.754

15 Miles

1.717

3.63

5.569

Massachusetts

2.888

2.70

17.995

Rhode Island

2.172

1.78

8.774

New York

2.625

2.82

13.805

New Jersey

2.320

2.81

10.180

Delaware

2.021

1.99

7.543

Virginia

2.461

2.72

11.712

Distance Offshore (20 Miles Excluded)

State Dummies (Maryland Excluded)
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Table 6.4: Change Trip Logits for Simulations (continued)

Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Odds

North Carolina

1.453

1.59

4.275

South Carolina

1.549

1.69

4.707

Short Overnight-Trip

0.741

1.98

2.099

Long Overnight-Trip

0.952

2.49

2.592

Other

-0.115

-0.16

0.892

Log Beach Width

0.030

0.10

1.031

Local, National or State Park

-0.573

-1.20

0.564

Summer

0.416

1.36

1.516

Level of Development

0.436

1.73

1.546

Boardwalk

-1.602

-2.85

0.202

Fishpier

0.389

0.90

1.475

Vehicle Access

0.065

0.12

1.068

Seawall

-0.123

-0.10

0.884

Assateague

-2.913

-0.54

0.054

Trip Type (Day-Trip Excluded):

N=5149 LL= -1549.8254 Wald χ2=308.46 Prob>χ2=0.00
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Table 6.5: Change Trip Probabilities

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
Variables

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware –

Fenwick Island, Delaware –
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Ocean City, Maryland –

Assateague Island, Maryland –

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

Day

24%

17%

13%

9%

7%

6%

4%

Short

28%

21%

16%

12%

9%

7%

4%

Long

29%

22%

16%

12%

9%

8%

5%

Day

31%

23%

17%

13%

10%

8%

5%

Short

36%

27%

21%

16%

12%

10%

6%

Long

38%

29%

22%

17%

13%

11%

7%

Day

18%

12%

9%

7%

5%

4%

2%

Short

21%

15%

11%

8%

6%

5%

3%

Long

22%

16%

12%

9%

7%

6%

3%

Day

6%

4%

3%

2%

2%

1%

1%

Short

8%

5%

4%

3%

2%

2%

1%

8%

6%

4%

3%

2%

2%

1%

Long

Table 6.5: Change Trip Probabilities (continued)

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
Variables

Hyannis Port, Massachusetts –

South Beach, Massachusetts –
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Ocean City, New Jersey –

Brigantine, New Jersey –

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

Day

40%

30%

24%

18%

14%

12%

7%

Short

45%

36%

28%

22%

17%

14%

9%

Long

47%

37%

29%

23%

18%

15%

9%

Day

34%

26%

20%

15%

11%

10%

6%

Short

40%

30%

24%

18%

14%

12%

7%

Long

41%

32%

25%

19%

15%

12%

8%

Day

28%

21%

16%

12%

9%

7%

4%

Short

33%

25%

19%

14%

11%

9%

5%

Long

34%

26%

20%

15%

11%

10%

6%

Day

26%

19%

14%

10%

8%

7%

4%

Short

30%

23%

17%

13%

10%

8%

5%

32%

24%

18%

14%

10%

9%

5%

Long

Table 6.5: Change Trip Probabilities (continued)

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
Variables

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

Day

19%

14%

10%

7%

5%

5%

3%

Short

23%

17%

12%

9%

7%

6%

3%

Long

24%

18%

13%

10%

7%

6%

4%

Day

29%

22%

16%

12%

9%

8%

5%

Short

34%

26%

20%

15%

11%

10%

6%

Long

36%

27%

21%

16%

12%

10%

6%

Wrightsville Beach,

Day

32%

24%

18%

14%

10%

9%

5%

North Carolina –

Short

37%

28%

22%

17%

12%

11%

7%

Long

39%

30%

23%

18%

13%

11%

7%

Day

30%

22%

17%

13%

10%

8%

5%

Short

35%

27%

21%

16%

12%

10%

6%

Long

37%

28%

22%

17%

12%

11%

6%

Jones Beach, New York –

Long Beach, New York –
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Kitty Hawk, North Carolina –

Table 6.5: Change Trip Probabilities (continued)

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
Variables

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

Day

29%

21%

16%

12%

9%

8%

5%

Short

34%

26%

19%

15%

11%

9%

6%

Long

35%

27%

21%

16%

12%

10%

6%

South Shore Beach,

Day

30%

22%

17%

13%

9%

8%

5%

Rhode Island –

Short

35%

27%

20%

16%

12%

10%

6%

Long

37%

28%

21%

16%

12%

11%

6%

Hilton Head Island,

Day

30%

22%

17%

13%

9%

8%

5%

South Carolina –

Short

35%

26%

20%

15%

12%

10%

6%

Long

37%

28%

21%

16%

12%

11%

6%

Day

33%

25%

19%

14%

11%

9%

6%

Short

39%

30%

23%

18%

13%

11%

7%

Long

40%

31%

24%

19%

14%

12%

7%

Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island –
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Myrtle Beach, South Carolina –

Table 6.5: Change Trip Probabilities (continued)

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
Variables

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

Day

29%

21%

16%

12%

9%

8%

5%

Short

34%

26%

20%

15%

11%

9%

6%

Long

36%

27%

21%

16%

12%

10%

6%

Chincoteague National,

Day

28%

20%

15%

11%

8%

7%

4%

Virginia –

Short

32%

24%

18%

14%

10%

9%

5%

Long

34%

26%

19%

15%

11%

9%

6%

Virginia Beach, Virginia –
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Table 6.6: Rehoboth Beach, Delaware Consumer Loss

Trip Type

Number of Trips

Day-Trip

1.477m

Short Overnight

0.896m

Long Overnight

0.970m

Loss by Distance Offshore

Annual Consumer Loss

2.5 miles

$225,614,658

5 miles

$169,836,948

7.5 miles

$125,102,712

10 miles

$93,229,735

12.5 miles

$70,121,401

15 miles

$60,670,725

20 miles

$37,562,391
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Table 6.7: Fenwick Island, Delaware Consumer Loss

Trip Type

Number of Trips

Day-Trip

0.085m

Short Overnight

0.052m

Long Overnight

0.056m

Loss by Distance Offshore

Annual Consumer Loss

2.5 miles

$16,982,638

5 miles

$12,889,668

7.5 miles

$9,802,018

10 miles

$7,548,574

12.5 miles

$5,755,012

15 miles

$4,835,249

20 miles

$3,041,686
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Table 6.8: Ocean City, Maryland Consumer Loss

Trip Type

Number of Trips

Day-Trip

1.899m

Short Overnight

1.152m

Long Overnight

1.247m

Loss by Distance Offshore

Annual Consumer Loss

2.5 miles

$219,385,732

5 miles

$157,916,419

7.5 miles

$117,960,818

10 miles

$88,250,103

12.5 miles

$67,760,332

15 miles

$57,515,447

20 miles

$29,710,715
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Table 6.9: Ocean City, New Jersey Consumer Loss

Trip Type

Number of Trips

Day-Trip

1.195m

Short Overnight

0.725m

Long Overnight

0.784m

Loss by Distance Offshore

Annual Consumer Loss

2.5 miles

$214,055,983

5 miles

$163,142,526

7.5 miles

$125,118,465

10 miles

$93,539,102

12.5 miles

$69,603,424

15 miles

$61,315,613

20 miles

$36,180,948

6.3 Special Trip Models
The descriptive statistics on whether or not to take a special trip lead to many
questions about the driving factors behind the decision (Tables 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29). I
first estimated models that narrowed down the factors for both beachgoers and a
combination of beachgoers and non-beachgoers. The estimation results for these two
special trip logits can be seen in Table 6.10, along with their associated odds ratio in
Table 6.11. The dependent variable in these two models is the decision to take a special
trip to a random beach where the offshore wind power projects are located. It should be
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noted that all special trip logistic regressions have been certainty adjusted for more
accurate results.
In the first model of Table 6.10, with beachgoers and non-beachgoers, the signs
on the distances of the projects from shore are as expected and all are significant at the
ten percent level (the majority are in fact significant at the five percent level). This
suggests that visitors are more likely to take special trips when the wind power projects
are at 15 miles or less from shore, when compared to those 20 miles offshore. The
sample is between two and four times more likely to take a special trip when the
turbines are 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5 and 15 miles from shore compared to when they are 20
miles from shore (Table 6.11). Having a good familiarity with the particular beach is a
statistically significant (p<0.05) indicator for willingness to take these special trips as
well. Individuals who are familiar with the beach as opposed to having no familiarity
are twice as likely to take a special trip. Strong proponents of wind power as an energy
source in the United States are more apt (roughly twice as likely) to take a special trip
than those who neither favor nor oppose wind power and the result is statistically
significant at the five percent level. Opponents of wind power are as expected less
likely to take a special trip than those who neither favor nor oppose wind power and the
result is statistically significant at the ten percent level. Those respondents who have a
Bachelor‘s degree or higher when compared to those who have not completed high
school or earned a GED are less likely to take a special trip, and the result is statistically
significant at the five percent level. In fact, those who have earned a college degree or
higher are 60% less likely to embark on a special trip than the respondents who have not
finished high school or earned a GED. Given the results for education, it is no surprise
that older and wealthier individuals are less likely to take special trips (p<0.05). The
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beaches that are most likely to be visited, and whose coefficients are statistically
significant in this special trip model are Fenwick Island, Delaware; Ocean City,
Maryland; Assateague Island, Maryland; Ocean City, New Jersey; Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina; Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island; Hilton Head Island, South Carolina; Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina; and Chincoteague National Seashore, Virginia. Among these
nine beaches, individuals are fourteen times more likely to visit Sachuest Beach, Rhode
Island, for a special trip than Long Beach, New York. The other eight beaches lead to
an increase in the chance of taking a special trip by a factor of between six and eleven.
The farther the random beach for the special trip from an individual‘s primary
residence, the less likely they would take a special trip, although the coefficient is
insignificant [in the model, the log of the distance from the beach to the individual‘s
primary residence is used]. The frequency of beach visits, and the number of days a
person had seen a wind power project over 2014, are also statistically insignificant
when deciding on a special trip.
The second model from Table 6.10 samples only beachgoers for special trips.
Notably, the distance of the wind power projects from shore is not a significant
indicator for special trips. However, at 10 miles compared to 20 miles from shore, there
is a slightly statistically significant positive effect. When beachgoers are familiar,
somewhat familiar or somewhat unfamiliar as opposed to completely unfamiliar with
the particular beach a definite pattern can be seen. Familiarity is a statistically
significant indicator for willingness to take these beach trips. Those individuals who are
at least vaguely familiar with the beach have a higher tendency for taking special trips they are more than twice as likely to take a special trip when compared to those who are
not familiar (Table 6.11). Individuals who are strongly in favor of wind power as an
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energy source in the United States compared to those who neither favor nor oppose
wind power are also twice as likely to take a special trip. Those who oppose wind
power are less likely to take special trips when compared to those who neither favor nor
oppose wind power. Older and wealthier beachgoers are less likely to take special trips,
and accordingly, individuals who have completed high school, earned a GED, or
obtained a Bachelor‘s degree are less likely to take a special trip when compared to
those who have not finished high school or earned a GED. The latter findings are also
common to Model 1 with beachgoers and non-beachgoers. Unlike Model 1, only
Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island, and Chincoteague National Seashore, Virginia are
statistically significant in the model with only beachgoers. Beachgoers are four to six
times more likely to take a trip to these beaches than to Long Beach, New York.
The distance from the random beach to an individual‘s primary residence is a
not significant factor in the special trip decision [in the model, the log of the distance
from the beach to the individual‘s primary residence is used]. This relationship is also
seen in Model 1, with the sample for beachgoers and non-beachgoers combined. I find
that frequency of visits to ocean beaches in general is also not a good indicator for
taking special trips. Lastly, the number of days a wind power project was seen in 2014
is not a good determinant for taking special trips.
The probabilities of taking a special trip by the wind power projects‘ distance
from shore can be discerned for particular beaches. The models in Table 6.12 are used
to establish these probabilities for beachgoers and the blend of beachgoers and nonbeachgoers. In Model 1, all distance variables are fairly statistically significant (with the
exception of 5 miles), as well as about half of the beaches and distance from primary
residence variables. All distances from shore when compared to the baseline of 20 miles
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increase the chances of taking a special trip for the general sample. The odds ratios for
these models are in Table 6.13. Myrtle Beach, South Carolina has the highest chance of
being picked for a special trip; it is more than eighteen times more likely to be picked
for a special trip than Long Beach, New York. Model 2 from Table 6.12 is not as
powerful as Model 1. Only one of the distance variables for the wind power projects is
statistically significant albeit weakly, all others are insignificant. Three of the seventeen
beaches are also statistically significant although weakly.
The predicted probabilities for taking a special trip sorted by beach and the wind
power project‘s distance from shore are shown in Table 6.14. These predictions are
derived from Model 1 of Table 6.12. The majority of these predicted probabilities are
relatively large at most distances for each beach. However, a few of the beaches
probabilities are quite small. In the probability calculation, the average of all the log of
the distance from the beach to individual‘s primary residence is used.
There are a few major trends in these probabilities. First, at a distance of 10
miles from shore, the chance of taking a special trip is consistently highest. Secondly,
the probabilities seem to follow the shape of a hill, that is, it starts low at 2.5 miles then
increases slowly, peaks at 10 miles, and then drops thereafter. Thirdly, there is a
discrepancy at 5 miles – which sees a dip in probabilities, against the general rising
trend. Pen ultimately, 2.5 miles constantly yields a higher possibility for taking a special
trip than 20 miles. This seems to indicate closer distances are better at attracting special
visits when comparing the extremes of 2.5 and 20 miles. However, mid-distances (10
miles) are the best at drawing visitors for special trips. It should be noted that the results
by distance are not statistically different at the five percent level. Lastly, the beaches
that are a magnet for special trips are Ocean City, Maryland; Ocean City, New Jersey;
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Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island; Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; Chincoteague National
Park, Virginia. The latter mentioned beaches draw more than ten percent of the sample
to take special trips consistently, regardless of the wind power project‘s distance from
shore (with 20 miles as the exception in all cases). Myrtle Beach, South Carolina is the
most popular of all seventeen beaches for attracting special trips.
Table 6.15 gives the predictive margins for special trips by distance using the
special trip logit from Model 1 in Table 6.12. The first column gives the average
probability if the entire sample saw only one distance. The trend in probability for first
rising, peaking and then falling as the project‘s distance from the shore increases is
again evident in this table. Five miles distance from shore also shows a slight dip as
previously discussed. This column differs slightly from the second column of Table
5.28 because the special trip model uses certainty adjusted weighting.
The conditional marginal effects of the seven distances at the mean of all other
covariates are shown in the second column of Table 6.15. The conditional marginal
effects in this instance are found by fixing the values of all covariates at their means and
then taking the derivatives of the response for special trips with respect to a single
covariate. At 10 miles from shore, assuming all other variables are at their means,
respondents are almost 6% more likely to take a special trip than at 20 miles from shore.
Average marginal effects are found by first computing the marginal effect for
each observation in the sample of both beachgoers and non-beachgoers and then
averaging them. It should be noted that the conditional marginal effects at the means
(second column) are very close to the average marginal effects (third column). The
average marginal effect at 10 miles shows that for the sample, the likelihood of taking a
special trip increases by more than 7% when compared to 20 miles. A one unit increase
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in the log of the distance from an individual‘s primary residence to the special beach
decreases the chance of taking a special trip by close to 2%.
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Table 6.10: Special Trip Logits

Model 1 (Beachgoers

Model 2 (Beachgoers

and Non-

Only)

Beachgoers)
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Coeff.

z-Stat

Constant

3.007

1.40

4.849

2.95

2.5 Miles

0.986

2.28

0.400

1.20

5 Miles

0.783

1.75

0.388

1.14

7.5 Miles

1.462

3.44

0.260

0.76

10 Miles

1.145

2.67

0.582

1.76

12.5 Miles

1.433

3.43

-0.046

-0.13

15 Miles

0.870

2.08

-0.564

-1.41

-0.170

-1.12

0.163

1.19

More than 5 times per year

0.442

1.37

-0.531

-1.67

Between 1 to 5 times per year

-0.059

-0.23

-0.773

-2.74

Once every 2 years

0.565

1.95

-0.330

-0.95

Distance Offshore (20 Miles
Excluded)

Log Distance to Beach
Frequency of Visits (Less than once
every 2 years Excluded)
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Table 6.10: Special Trip Logits (continued)

Model 1 (Beachgoers

Model 2 (Beachgoers

and Non-

Only)

Beachgoers)
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Variables

Coeff.

Familiar

0.774

2.13

0.839

2.57

Somewhat Familiar

0.247

0.82

0.941

3.78

Somewhat Unfamiliar

1.276

4.52

1.014

3.86

Favor Wind Power

0.490

1.93

0.791

3.25

Somewhat Favor Wind Power

0.132

0.44

0.469

1.74

Against Wind Power

-3.471

-1.62

-2.633

-1.79

High School

-0.654

-1.98

-0.637

-1.68

Some College

-0.270

-0.78

-0.334

-0.92

Bachelor’s Degree or Higher

-0.954

-2.52

-0.672

-1.80

Days Wind Turbines Seen

0.084

1.36

0.042

0.66

Log Age

-0.782

-2.98

-0.734

-3.18

Log Income

-0.409

-4.01

-0.553

-5.33

Familiarity with Beach (Unfamiliar
Excluded)

Attitudes (Neither Excluded)

Education (Less than High School
Excluded)
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Table 6.10: Special Trip Logits (continued)

Model 1 (Beachgoers

Model 2 (Beachgoers

and Non-

Only)

Beachgoers)
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Coeff.

z-Stat

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

1.365

1.49

0.133

0.19

Fenwick Island, Delaware

2.066

2.40

0.889

1.36

Ocean City, Maryland

2.367

2.86

0.210

0.31

Assateague Island, Maryland

2.237

2.65

0.836

1.28

Hyannis Port, Massachusetts

1.287

1.38

0.783

1.19

South Beach, Massachusetts

1.017

1.17

0.659

1.05

Ocean City, New Jersey

2.383

2.90

0.850

1.36

Brigantine, New Jersey

0.754

0.72

0.398

0.53

Jones Beach, New York

0.527

0.54

0.097

0.14

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina

1.077

1.16

0.589

0.87

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina

1.771

2.06

0.387

0.57

Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island

2.650

3.26

1.470

2.43

South Shore Beach, Rhode Island

0.800

0.85

0.731

1.09

Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

1.473

1.64

0.505

0.75

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

2.479

3.02

0.156

0.22

Beach Dummies (Long Beach, New
York Excluded)
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Table 6.10: Special Trip Logits (continued)

Model 1 (Beachgoers

Model 2 (Beachgoers

and Non-

Only)

Beachgoers)
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Coeff.

z-Stat

Virginia Beach, Virginia

1.114

1.24

0.212

0.31

Chincoteague National, Virginia

2.215

2.65

1.781

2.99

N=1924

N=1637

LL= -423.41031

LL= -450.78884

LR χ2(39)=181.62

LR χ2(39)=160.21

Pseudo R2=0.1766

Pseudo R2=0.1509
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Table 6.11: Special Trip Logits – Odds Ratio

Model 1

Model 2

(Beachgoers and

(Beachgoers

Non-Beachgoers)

Only)

2.5 Miles

2.681

1.491

5 Miles

2.189

1.474

7.5 Miles

4.316

1.297

10 Miles

3.141

1.789

12.5 Miles

4.190

0.955

15 Miles

2.386

0.569

0.843

1.177

More than 5 times per year

1.556

0.588

Between 1 to 5 times per year

0.943

0.462

Once every 2 years

1.759

0.719

Familiar

2.168

2.315

Somewhat Familiar

1.281

2.563

Somewhat Unfamiliar

3.581

2.755

Variables

Distance Offshore (20 Miles Excluded)

Log Distance to Beach
Frequency of Visits (Less than once every 2
years Excluded)

Familiarity with Beach (Unfamiliar
Excluded)
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Table 6.11: Special Trip Logits – Odds Ratio (continued)

Model 1

Model 2

(Beachgoers and

(Beachgoers

Non-Beachgoers).

Only)

Favor Wind Power

1.633

2.205

Somewhat Favor Wind Power

1.141

1.598

Against Wind Power

0.031

0.072

High School

0.520

0.529

Some College

0.763

0.716

Bachelor’s Degree or Higher

0.385

0.511

Days Wind Turbines Seen

1.088

1.042

Log Age

0.458

0.480

Log Income

0.665

0.575

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

3.916

1.142

Fenwick Island, Delaware

7.897

2.432

Ocean City, Maryland

10.666

1.234

Assateague Island, Maryland

9.367

2.306

Hyannis Port, Massachusetts

3.620

2.187

South Beach, Massachusetts

2.765

1.933

Variables

Attitudes (Neither Excluded)

Education (Less than High School
Excluded)

Beach Dummies (Long Beach, New York
Excluded)
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Table 6.11: Special Trip Logits – Odds Ratio (continued)

Model 2
Model 1 (Beachgoers
Variables

(Beachgoers
and Non-Beachgoers).
Only)

Ocean City, Maryland

10.666

1.234

Assateague Island, Maryland

9.367

2.306

Hyannis Port, Massachusetts

3.620

2.187

South Beach, Massachusetts

2.765

1.933

Ocean City, New Jersey

10.842

2.340

Brigantine, New Jersey

2.126

1.489

Jones Beach, New York

1.693

1.102

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina

2.937

1.802

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina

5.877

1.472

Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island

14.147

4.348

South Shore Beach, Rhode Island

2.225

2.078

Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

4.364

1.658

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

11.927

1.169

Virginia Beach, Virginia

3.048

1.236

Chincoteague National, Virginia

9.159

5.936
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Table 6.12: Special Trip Logits for Simulations

Model 1 (Beachgoers

Model 2 (Beachgoers

and Non-

Only)

Beachgoers)
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Coeff.

z-Stat

Constant

-3.319

-2.94

-3.879

-4.01

2.5 Miles

0.956

2.30

0.365

1.18

5 Miles

0.707

1.65

0.359

1.13

7.5 Miles

1.224

3.01

0.131

0.41

10 Miles

1.327

3.31

0.610

1.99

12.5 Miles

1.219

3.03

-0.281

-0.82

15 Miles

0.932

2.34

-0.598

-1.58

-0.285

-2.23

0.095

0.74

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

1.115

1.26

0.605

0.91

Fenwick Island, Delaware

1.757

2.10

0.822

1.30

Ocean City, Maryland

2.666

3.34

0.728

1.13

Assateague Island, Maryland

2.050

2.50

0.819

1.30

Hyannis Port, Massachusetts

1.150

1.26

0.882

1.39

South Beach, Massachusetts

1.309

1.54

0.973

1.61

Distance Offshore (20 Miles
Excluded)

Log Distance to Beach
Beach Dummies (Long Beach, New
York Excluded)
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Table 6.12: Special Trip Logits for Simulations (continued)

Model 1 (Beachgoers

Model 2 (Beachgoers

and Non-

Only)

Beachgoers)
Variables

Coeff.

z-Stat

Coeff.

z-Stat

Ocean City, New Jersey

2.207

2.75

1.273

2.13

Brigantine, New Jersey

0.409

0.40

0.563

0.79

Jones Beach, New York

0.305

0.32

0.378

0.57

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina

0.962

1.06

0.651

0.99

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina

1.692

2.02

0.814

1.26

Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island

2.428

3.07

1.599

2.79

South Shore Beach, Rhode Island

0.648

0.70

0.796

1.23

Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

1.572

1.79

0.920

1.42

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

2.904

3.68

0.717

1.09

Virginia Beach, Virginia

1.306

1.48

0.759

1.15

Chincoteague National, Virginia

2.142

2.62

1.959

3.44

N=1928

N=1641

LL= -468.92098

LL= -507.8471

LR χ2(24)=92.02

LR χ2(24)=51.95

Pseudo R2=0.0893

Pseudo R2=0.0487
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Table 6.13: Special Trip Logits for Simulations – Odds Ratio

Model 1

Model 2

(Beachgoers and

(Beachgoers

Non-Beachgoers)

Only)

2.5 Miles

2.602

1.440

5 Miles

2.029

1.432

7.5 Miles

3.402

1.140

10 Miles

3.769

1.841

12.5 Miles

3.383

0.755

15 Miles

2.539

0.550

0.752

1.100

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

3.049

1.830

Fenwick Island, Delaware

5.798

2.274

Ocean City, Maryland

14.383

2.071

Assateague Island, Maryland

7.766

2.267

Hyannis Port, Massachusetts

3.158

2.416

South Beach, Massachusetts

3.702

2.646

Ocean City, New Jersey

9.092

3.573

Brigantine, New Jersey

1.506

1.756

Jones Beach, New York

1.357

1.459

Variables

Distance Offshore (20 Miles Excluded)

Log Distance to Beach
Beach Dummies (Long Beach, New York
Excluded)
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Table 6.13: Special Trip Logits for Simulations – Odds Ratio (continued)

Model 2
Model 1 (Beachgoers
Variables

(Beachgoers
and Non-Beachgoers)
Only)

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina

2.618

1.918

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina

5.431

2.257

Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island

11.341

4.947

South Shore Beach, Rhode Island

1.911

2.216

Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

4.817

2.510

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

18.251

2.048

Virginia Beach, Virginia

3.692

2.137

Chincoteague National, Virginia

8.518

7.095
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Table 6.14: Special Trip Probabilities

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
Variables

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

4.14%

3.26%

5.35%

5.89%

5.32%

4.05%

1.64%

Fenwick Island, Delaware

7.59%

6.02%

9.70%

10.63%

9.65%

7.42%

3.06%

Ocean City, Maryland

16.93%

13.71%

21.04%

22.79%

20.95%

16.59%

7.27%

Assateague Island, Maryland

9.92%

7.90%

12.58%

13.75%

12.52%

9.70%

4.06%

Hyannis Port, Massachusetts

4.28%

3.37%

5.53%

6.09%

5.50%

4.18%

1.69%

South Beach, Massachusetts

4.99%

3.93%

6.42%

7.06%

6.39%

4.87%

1.98%

Ocean City, New Jersey

11.41%

9.13%

14.42%

15.73%

14.35%

11.17%

4.72%

Brigantine, New Jersey

2.09%

1.64%

2.71%

3.00%

2.70%

2.04%

0.81%

Jones Beach, New York

1.89%

1.48%

2.45%

2.71%

2.44%

1.84%

0.73%

Long Beach, New York

1.40%

1.09%

1.82%

2.01%

1.81%

1.36%

0.54%
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Table 6.14: Special Trip Probabilities (continued)

Distance from Shore (in Miles)
Variables
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2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina

3.58%

2.81%

4.63%

5.10%

4.60%

3.49%

1.41%

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina

7.15%

5.66%

9.14%

10.03%

9.10%

6.99%

2.87%

Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island

13.85%

11.14%

17.37%

18.88%

17.28%

13.56%

5.82%

South Shore Beach, Rhode Island

2.64%

2.07%

3.42%

3.77%

3.40%

2.58%

1.03%

Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

6.39%

5.05%

8.19%

9.00%

8.15%

6.25%

2.56%

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

20.55%

16.78%

25.27%

27.25%

25.17%

20.16%

9.04%

Virginia Beach, Virginia

4.97%

3.92%

6.40%

7.04%

6.37%

4.86%

1.97%

Chincoteague National, Virginia

10.77%

8.60%

13.63%

14.88%

13.56%

10.54%

4.43%

Table 6.15: Predictive Margins for Special Trip

Distance from Shore (in
Miles)

Average

Conditional

Average

Probability

Marginal Effects

Marginal Effects

2.5

7.6%

3.5%

4.4%

5

6.1%

2.3%

2.9%

7.5

9.6%

5.2%

6.4%

10

10.5%

5.9%

7.3%

12.5

9.5%

5.1%

6.4%

15

7.4%

3.4%

4.3%

20 (base level)

3.2%

-

-

Log Distance from Primary
-1.9%
Residence
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Chapter 7
POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary of Results
In this dissertation, I examined the effect of offshore wind power projects on
beach recreation. I have found several new results that have not fully been addressed in
current literature, along with findings that confirm some of the earlier work in the field.
I have demonstrated that wind power as an energy source has a lot of support in the
Mid-Atlantic region; less than 5% of the total sample of beachgoers and non-beachgoers
opposes these projects when asked directly in a favor-oppose survey question. When it
comes to offshore wind power and its effect on beach-going, the story is a little
different. If offshore wind power projects were to be built, the data suggests there would
be a higher percentage of people who think it worsens their beach experience if the
turbines are close to the shore. At 2.5 miles from shore, 53% of beachgoers believe it
would negatively impact their beach experience. The percentage of beachgoers whose
experience would be worsened by offshore wind power projects falls to 48%, 38%,
29%, 20%, 16% and 10% when they were located at 5 miles, 7.5 miles, 10 miles, 12.5
miles, 15 miles and 20 miles from shore, respectively. Alternatively, 10% of the same
sample finds that at 2.5 miles from shore the offshore wind power projects improve
their beach experience, and 17% feel the same way when they were 20 miles from
shore. Although the percentage of the sample negatively impacted can be as large as
one in two respondents, the wind power projects were generally perceived to bring a net
positive impact between 15 and 20 miles from shore.
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Among those negatively impacted by the offshore wind power projects, there
was some concern about whether the offshore wind power projects would lead to them
still visiting the same beach, switching beaches or doing something else entirely. Trip
change rates, either through switching beaches or doing something else from the
project‘s presence on beaches, were as high as 27% at 2.5 miles. This percentage fell
consistently as the wind power projects were moved farther from shore. 21%, 13%,
11%, 6%, 4% and 4% of the beachgoers would change when the project was 5 miles,
7.5 miles, 10 miles, 12.5 miles, 15 miles and 20 miles from shore, respectively. When
looking at the percentage of beachgoers that would change their beach trip plans by
doing something else and forgoing a beach trip entirely, 10% would change at 2.5 miles
from shore. This also fell as the wind turbines were placed farther from shore. 5%, 4%,
3%, 1%, 1% and 2% of beachgoers would do something else when the offshore wind
power projects were 5 miles, 7.5 miles, 10 miles, 12.5 miles, 15 miles and 20 miles
from shore, respectively.
At Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, there is a consumer loss of roughly $225 million
annually when the turbines are 2.5 miles from shore. The consumer loss falls to $37.5
million annually when the turbines are 20 miles from shore. At Fenwick Island,
Delaware, consumer losses are smaller: $16.9 million annually when the turbines are
2.5 miles from shore and $3 million when the turbines are 20 miles from shore. Ocean
City, Maryland, and Ocean City, New Jersey show annual consumer losses of $219
million and $214 million, respectively, when the turbines are 2.5 miles from shore. At
20 miles from shore, the consumer losses are $29 million and $36 million in Ocean
City, Maryland, and Ocean City, New Jersey, respectively.
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Using a random effects logit model on the sample of beachgoers, I found
beaches in Massachusetts, New York and Virginia would have higher trip change rates
than the other six states, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, North
Carolina and South Carolina. Beachgoers on long overnight-trips were also most likely
to change compared to those taking day-trips. Beachgoers who are in favor of wind
energy as a power source in the United States were less likely to change, when
compared to those that were neutral. Similarly, those who are against wind energy were
more likely to change their beach trips when compared to the neutral group. The type of
activity beachgoers favor also helped predict those who were more likely to change.
People who favored activities in or on the water, sand activities, boating activities and
those in nearby waterbodies were more likely to change than those engaged in
boardwalk activities. The model also found that the higher the income and more
educated the beachgoer, the more likely they would change their trips.
Finally, I investigated the notion of people taking special trips with the sole
purpose of observing firsthand the wind power projects off the Mid-Atlantic coast.
Curiosity toward these offshore wind power projects may lead to as much as 10% of the
general population in the sample states taking at least one extra trip to the beach. At 2.5
miles from shore, 10% of beachgoers and non-beachgoers say they would take a special
trip to see the offshore wind power projects. This percentage changes as the wind
turbines‘ distance from shore changes. 7%, 10%, 10%, 14%, 10%, 4% would take
special trips to see the projects at 5 miles, 7.5 miles, 10 miles, 12.5 miles, 15 miles and
20 miles from shore, respectively. Using a logit model, Fenwick Island, Delaware;
Ocean City, Maryland; Assateague Island, Maryland; Ocean City, New Jersey; Kitty
Hawk, North Carolina; Sachuest Beach, Rhode Island; Hilton Head Island, South
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Carolina; Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; and Chincoteague National Seashore, Virginia
were found to be the beaches most likely to be visited for special trips. Among these
nine beaches, individuals were more than fourteen times likely to choose Sachuest
Beach, Rhode Island compared to Long Beach, New York for a special trip. Familiarity
with the beach also encouraged individuals to take special trips. Individuals in favor of
wind as a source of energy in the United States were more likely to take a special trip
when compared to those opposed or neutral. The more educated and higher the person‘s
income, the less likely they would take a special trip. The decision is independent of the
distance of the turbines from the shore.
7.2 Characteristics for Supporting Wind Power
One of the main aims of this dissertation was to investigate results that would
inform future policy on offshore wind power projects and mitigate negative effects on
beachgoers. The regression results indicate respondents that are more educated and earn
higher incomes tend to have a worsened beach experience and are more likely to change
their beach trip plans as a result of offshore wind power projects. Those respondents
that engage in activities in close proximity to or in the water, that is, on the sand, in the
water, or on boats, are more likely to oppose the turbines‘ presence on the beach. The
main opposition against the offshore wind power projects stemmed from concern that
the wind turbines on the horizon would spoil the view. In fact, 61% of the sample found
the view of the seascape with the wind turbines the main reason their beach experience
was worsened. Twenty-nine percent of the sample believed it would harm marine life
and as such would worsen their beach experience. A small percentage of people who
did not favor the offshore wind power projects‘ effect on their beach experience
believed it would interfere with navigation and waste their taxpaying dollars. On the
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other hand, support centers on knowing positive things are being done for the
environment (52%) and energy security (24%).
Results also show projects that are farther away lead to fewer respondents
having a worsened beach experience or changing their trip plans. Beaches with
boardwalks tend to be the ones least affected by the presence of the turbines and the
resulting change in trip plans. From the high level of outrage from residents who live
close to the coast for the Cape Wind power project in Massachusetts, there is an
assumption that residents who live close to the coast are most likely to oppose to these
projects. Our regression results indicate that respondents who have primary or
secondary residences within 5 miles of the ocean tend to have a better beach experience
and are less likely to change their trip plans. This may suggest opposition to offshore
wind power projects is not specific to coastal residents instead it is dependent on the
region. In fact, respondents from Massachusetts were the most likely to change their trip
plans as a result of the projects when compared to Maryland residents. Wind developers
may need to focus on beaches with boardwalks but avoid states close to the New
England area.
Prior work suggests there is strong support for offshore wind development in
Delaware (Krueger, 2007) and North Carolina (Landry et al., 2012). Krueger (2007)
notes that public support is usually high during the proposal phase, then falls during the
planning and construction phase, and returns to high levels when the project becomes
operational (Devine-Wright, 2005; Krohn and Damborg, 1999). However, although
most work suggests public acceptance of the projects increase over time (Walker, 1995;
Krohn and Damborg, 1999; Bishop and Proctor, 1994), Devine-Wright found that in
two of three case studies from Bishop and Proctor (1994), more residents may have
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negative attitudes about the projects as time passes. This survey may not be able to
address the trend in support as time passes, but a follow-up survey or longitudinal one
may be necessary in the future. Policymakers should commission more studies to
address the impact on human resources or beach recreation, which are far outnumbered
by the myriad of studies that address the environmental and historical impact of
offshore wind power projects.
7.3 Preferences for Distances of Wind Power Projects
Another aim of this dissertation was to identify the public‘s preference for
offshore wind power projects‘ distance from shore. Using contingent behavior data, the
distances that yielded a positive net effect as well as low levels of trip changes can be
discerned. It should be noted that the assumptions about the distance effects have been
taken from nine coastal states, as well as inland states that are in close proximity, and
are not state specific results. There may be marginal differences as one goes from state
to state in the United States.
Regression results clearly show that farther distances yield a smaller tendency
for worsening experience and changing trip plans. Additionally coastal residents are less
affected than previously thought, since they have a lower tendency to have worsened
beach experiences and changing plans. The suggestion to future developers would be to
place the turbines farther from shore. It should be noted that the percentage of
respondents who change their trip consistently decreases as the turbines are pushed
farther back but the rate decreases at a decreasing rate. At 15 miles, there is a net
positive impact from the turbines with more people having better experiences than
worsened ones, and trip change rates at 6%. At 20 miles, there is a larger net positive
impact and trip change rates are at 4%. This suggests there will be little disruption in
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current beach visitation rates as the turbines are pushed farther back as it lowers the
visual disamenity. However, project costs need to be considered when determining the
distances of these projects.
7.4 Society Costs and Project Costs
The main take away from the latter results is that offshore wind power projects
are a visual disamenity in the Mid-Atlantic region; however, as they are pushed farther
from shore the visual disamenity becomes negligible. The welfare loss from individuals
changing trips varies by beach and the turbines‘ distance from shore. For example, in
Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, there is a consumer loss of roughly $225 million when the
turbines are 2.5 miles from shore but only $16.9 million at the same distance in
Fenwick Island, Delaware. At farther distances the consumer loss falls substantially; in
Rehoboth Beach and Fenwick Island, Delaware, the consumer losses are $37.5 million
and $3 million, respectively, when the turbines are 20 miles from shore.
It is important to recognize the costs of moving offshore wind power projects to
mitigate consumer losses in beach recreation are not nominal by any stretch of the
imagination. Wind speeds are also higher farther from the coast which may be one
benefit to wind developers. Bilgili, Yasar and Simsek (2011) tabulate the increase in
investment costs as turbines are placed farther from the coast and at varying water
depths in the European Union. From a base of 1800 €/KW ($1654 in 2015 USD) when
close to shore, they can increase to as much as 2878 €/KW ($2654 in 2015 USD) at
distances past 100 miles from shore. For example, if offshore wind power projects were
moved from 2.5 miles or 5 miles to 20 miles from shore, the investment cost may
increase from 1800 €/KW to 1918 €/KW ($1654 to $1762 in 2015 USD) (between 18.6
and 24.8 miles from shore) or 1956 €/KW ($1797 in 2015 USD) (between 24.8 and 31
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miles from shore). Installation costs would be the most affected by the change in
distance as the turbines need to be moved farther from the port to the site, weather
conditions far from shore may not be very conducive to installation, and cable costs
may be influenced by the need for different cable sizes, sea bed conditions and
transformer stations (European Environment Agency, 2009). Water depth, which is
affected by distance to shore, also has an impact on construction costs however most
WEAs on the East Coast have a water depth of less than 30 meters (Mid-Atlantic) or
between 30 and 60 meters (New England) (U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management,
2015; U.S. Offshore Wind Collaborative, 2016). As one moves farther from shore,
water depth and foundation costs also increase. The baseline costs for water depths
between 10 and 20 meters is 1800 €/KW ($1654 in 2015 USD) but increases to 1920
€/KW and 2227 €/KW ($1764 and $2046 in 2015 USD) between 20 and 30 meters, and
30 and 40 meters, respectively (Bilgili, Yasar and Simsek, 2011).
For the 600 MW hypothetical project in each survey simulation, the project‘s
cost would increase by 70.8 million Euros ($80.59 million) when close to 20 miles
(between 18.6 and 24.8 miles) or 93.6 million Euros ($106.54 million) when past 20
miles (between 24.8 and 31 miles) from shore. To move the project from a water depth
of between 10 and 20 meters, to between 20 and 30 meters, it would cost an extra 72
million Euros ($82 million). For water depths between 30 and 40 meters, costs would
increase by 136.2 million Euros ($155.2 million). For some perspective, Cape Wind
development costs are estimated at $2.1 billion ($4.5 million/MW) (Kaiser and Snyder,
2013) for a total capacity of 468 MW at 6 miles from shore and would increase by
$62.9 million if moved between 18.6 and 24.8 miles from shore or $83.2 million if
moved between 24.8 and 31 miles from shore. Cape Wind‘s costs would increase by
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$64 million or $121.1 million if moved from between 10 and 20 m depth to a range of
20 and 30 m depth or a range of 30 and 40 m depth, respectively.
For Rehoboth Beach, the cost of moving the turbines (not including the cost to
navigation and increased maintenance costs) in the hypothetical wind power project
from 2.5 miles to close to 20 miles ($80.59 million) is lower than the consumer loss of
$225 million at 2.5 miles. For Fenwick Island however the cost of moving the turbines
($80.59 million) is eclipsed by the consumer loss ($16.9 million) of moving the turbines
from 2.5 miles to 20 miles. Decisions about whether to move the turbines should take
into account the consumer losses from trip changes. Outright cost-benefit analyses
should be performed to aid in these choices.
7.5 Final Thoughts
This research is the first in the offshore wind power and beach recreation
literature to extend throughout the entire Mid-Atlantic. Results from the online survey
contribute to the current literature on wind energy and beach recreation, as well as
offering some insight into how turbines‘ distance from shore impacts beach experience,
trip changes, special trips and consumer losses. Although results can be applied to the
Mid-Atlantic region, care must be taken when applying results to other regions. The
paper‘s findings can be summarized in a few points.
Firstly, the offshore wind turbines have been shown in this survey to be a visual
disamenity. The closer the turbines‘ distance to the shore, the higher the percentage of
the sample that changes trip patterns and reveal worsened beach experiences. Secondly,
the consumer losses are smaller as turbines are pushed farther offshore. This should be
taken into account when planning future offshore wind power projects. Thirdly, the
offshore wind power projects may lead to an increase in trips for those who want to take
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boat tours of the projects or take special trips with the sole purpose of seeing the
projects. Ultimately, the public‘s views on new offshore wind power projects are fluid
as time passes, and as more and more countries around the world are looking to
renewable energy as the energy of the future, the public perceptions may or may not
favor offshore wind energy in the upcoming years. Lastly, the financial cost of moving
projects farther from shore should not be ignored. Policy makers need to take into
account the overall benefits of utilizing offshore wind power and the financial costs of
the projects at different distances from shore, along with their impact on beach
recreation when approving offshore wind power projects in the future.
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Appendix A
IRB APPROVAL LETTER
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Appendix B
SURVEY

191

192

193

194

If Yes, I could view it with no problem -> please skip to pg. 201
If Yes, I could view it but with some problems -> please skip to pg. 198
If No, I could not view it -> please skip to pg. 197 (Survey ends)
If NO RESPONSE -> please go to pg. 196 (Survey may end)

195

196

197

If I would like to exit the survey -> please skip to pg. 200 (Survey ends)
If I would like to continue the survey -> please skip to pg. 201
If NO RESPONSE -> please go to pg. 199 (Survey may end)

198

199

200

201

202

203

If No -> Survey ends for Oversample Survey

204

If NO RESPONSE -> please go to pg. 206 (Survey may end)

205

206

207

208

209

If Yes -> please go to pg. 211
If No -> please skip to pg. 213

210

If Yes -> please go to pg. 212
If No -> please skip to pg. 213

211

212

If Yes -> please go to pg. 214
If No -> please skip to pg. 216

213

If Yes -> please go to pg. 215
If No -> please skip to pg. 216

214

215

If Yes -> please go to pg. 217
If No -> please skip to pg. 219

216

If Yes -> please go to pg. 218
If No -> please skip to pg. 219

217

218

219

If NO RESPONSE -> please go to pg. 221

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

This page is dependent on NO RESPONSE on the beach list.

236

This page is dependent on the beaches chosen from the beach list.

237

If Closest nearby beach to another beach I visited -> please go to pg. 239

238

239

240

If Day-Trip -> please skip to pg.242
If Short Overnight-Trip -> please skip to pg.244
If Long Overnight-Trip -> please skip to pg.246
If NO RESPONSE -> please go to pg. 248 (Survey may end)

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

REVIEWER‘S NOTE: For Day-Trips, price randomly varies between $10, $25, $50,
$75, $100, $150, $200, $250, $300, $500 and $750.
For Short Overnight-Trips, price randomly varies between $25, $50, $100, $150, $250,
$350, $500, $750, $1000, $1500 and $2000.
For Long Overnight-Trips, price randomly varies between $50, $100, $200, $350, $500,
$750, $1000, $1500, $2000, $3000 and $5000.

249

If Yes -> please go to pg. 251
If No -> please skip to pg. 253

250

This page is dependent on the type of trip chosen on pg. 241

251

This page is dependent on the type of trip chosen on pg. 241

252

253

254

255

If Yes to Have you ever seen a land-based or ocean-based wind power project -> please
go to pg. 257

256

257

Distances offshore are randomly chosen from 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 and 20 miles.

258

This page is dependent on the type of trip chosen on pg. 241

259

If Much or Somewhat Worse -> please go to pg. 261
If Much or Somewhat Better -> please skip to pg. 263
If Neither -> please skip to pg. 265

260

If I would visit another beach instead -> please go to pg. 262

261

262

263

Day-Trips: $10, $25, $50, $75, $100, $150, $200, $250, $300, $500, $750.
Short Overnight: $25, $50, $100, $150, $250, $350, $500, $750, $1000, $1500, $2000.
Long Overnight: $50, $100, $200, $350, $500, $750, $1000, $1500, $2000, $3000,
$5000.
This page is dependent on the choice made on pg. 249.

264

265

If Much or Somewhat Worse -> please go to pg. 267
If Much or Somewhat Better -> please skip to pg. 269
If Neither -> please skip to pg. 270

266

If I would visit another beach instead -> please go to pg. 268

267

268

269

270

If Much or Somewhat Worse -> please go to pg. 272
If Much or Somewhat Better -> please skip to pg. 274
If Neither -> please skip to pg. 275

271

If I would visit another beach instead -> please go to pg. 273

272

273

274

Pgs. 275-276 are dependent on answers from pgs. 260, 266, 271

275

Pgs. 275-276 are dependent on answers from pgs. 260, 266, 271

276

REVIEWER‘S NOTE: Price randomly varies between $10, $25, $35, $50, $100, $150
and $300.

277

Beach is randomly chosen from Rehoboth Beach, Delaware; Fenwick Island, Delaware;
Ocean City, Maryland; Assateague Island, Maryland; Hyannis Port, Massachusetts;
South Beach – Martha‘s Vineyard, Massachusetts; Ocean City, New Jersey; Brigantine,
New Jersey; Jones Beach, New York; Long Beach, New York; Wrightsville Beach,
North Carolina; Kitty Hawk, North Carolina; Sachuest Beach – Newport, Rhode Island;
South Shore Beach – Little Compton, Rhode Island; Myrtle Beach, South Carolina;
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina; Virginia Beach, Virginia; Chincoteague Island
National Wildlife Refuge, Virginia.

278

If Yes, I would make a special trip -> please go to pg. 280
If No, I would not make a special trip -> please skip to pg. 281
Distance offshore is randomly chosen from 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 and 20 miles.

279

280

Pgs. 281-282 are dependent on answers from pgs. 209, 211

281

Pgs. 281-282 are dependent on answers from pgs. 209, 211

282

283

284

285

286

If Any Day-Trips -> please go to pg. 288
If Any Short Overnight-Trips -> please go to pg. 290
If Any Long Overnight-Trips -> please go to pg. 292

287

This page is dependent on the beaches chosen from the beach list.

288

289

This page is dependent on the beaches chosen from the beach list.

290

291

This page is dependent on the beaches chosen from the beach list.

292

293

294

If 1 Trip, 2-5 Trips, 6-10 Trips, 11-20 Trips, More than 20 Trips -> please go to pg. 296

295

296

297

298

If Work Full Time or Part Time for an Hourly Wage -> please go to pg. 300 and 301
If Work Full Time or Part Time for a Fixed Annual Salary -> please skip to pg. 301
Otherwise -> please skip to pg. 302

299

300

301

302

303

Beach List

Bethany Beach, DE

Delaware

Cape Henlopen State Park, DE

Delaware

Delaware Seashore State Park, DE

Delaware

Dewey Beach, DE

Delaware

Fenwick Island, DE

Delaware

Fenwick Island State Park, DE

Delaware

Henlopen Acres, DE

Delaware

Indian Beach, DE

Delaware

Middlesex Beach, DE

Delaware

North Bethany Beach, DE

Delaware

North Shores, DE

Delaware

Rehoboth Beach, DE

Delaware

Sea Colony, DE

Delaware

South Bethany Beach, DE

Delaware

Assateague Island, MD

Maryland

Ocean City, MD

Maryland

Abnecotants Island - Nantucket, MA

Massachusetts

Acoaxet/Elephant Rock, MA

Massachusetts

Dennis Port, MA

Massachusetts

East Beach/Allens Pond, MA

Massachusetts

Falmouth Beach, MA

Massachusetts

Harwich Port, MA

Massachusetts
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Monomoy Island, MA

Massachusetts

Muskeget Island, MA

Massachusetts

Nantucket National Wildlife Refuge, MA

Massachusetts

Washburn Island, MA

Massachusetts

West Beach, MA

Massachusetts

West Chatham, MA

Massachusetts

West Dennis, MA

Massachusetts

Wianno - Osterville, MA

Massachusetts

Aquinnah - Martha's Vineyard, MA

Massachusetts

Chilmark - Martha's Vineyard, MA

Massachusetts

Cotuit, MA

Massachusetts

Craigville Beach, MA

Massachusetts

Cuttyhunk Island, MA

Massachusetts

East Falmouth, MA

Massachusetts

Esther Island, MA

Massachusetts

Parkers River Beach, MA

Massachusetts

Horseneck Beach, MA

Massachusetts

Hyannis Port, MA

Massachusetts

Katama - Martha's Vineyard, MA

Massachusetts

Madaket - Nantucket, MA

Massachusetts

Miacomet - Nantucket, MA

Massachusetts

Nashawena Island, MA

Massachusetts

Nobska Beach, MA

Massachusetts

Nomans Land, MA

Massachusetts
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Popponesset, MA

Massachusetts

Quissett Beach, MA

Massachusetts

Sampson Island/Dead Neck Island, MA

Massachusetts

Seagull Beach, MA

Massachusetts

Sepiessa Point - Martha's Vineyard, MA

Massachusetts

Siasconset - Nantucket, MA

Massachusetts

South Beach - Martha's Vineyard, MA

Massachusetts

South Cape Beach, MA

Massachusetts

South Chatham, MA

Massachusetts

Squibnocket - Martha's Vineyard, MA

Massachusetts

Surfside Beach/Fisherman's Beach - Nantucket,
MA

Massachusetts

Tom Nevers/New South Road - Nantucket, MA

Massachusetts

Tuckernuck Island, MA

Massachusetts

Cape Cod National Seashore - Eastham, MA

Massachusetts

Cape Cod National Seashore - North Chatham,
MA

Massachusetts

Cape Cod National Seashore - Orleans, MA

Massachusetts

Cape Cod National Seashore - Provincetown,
MA

Massachusetts

Cape Cod National Seashore - Truro, MA

Massachusetts

Cape Cod National Seashore - Wellfleet, MA

Massachusetts

Allenhurst, NJ

New Jersey

Asbury Park, NJ

New Jersey
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Atlantic City, NJ

New Jersey

Avalon, NJ

New Jersey

Avon-By-The-Sea, NJ

New Jersey

Barnegat Light, NJ

New Jersey

Bay Head, NJ

New Jersey

Beach Haven, NJ

New Jersey

Beach Haven Crest, NJ

New Jersey

Beach Haven Terrace, NJ

New Jersey

Belmar, NJ

New Jersey

Bradley Beach, NJ

New Jersey

Brant Beach, NJ

New Jersey

Brigantine, NJ

New Jersey

Cape May, NJ

New Jersey

Deal, NJ

New Jersey

Diamond Beach, NJ

New Jersey

Harvey Cedars, NJ

New Jersey

Holgate, NJ

New Jersey

Island Beach State Park, NJ

New Jersey

Lavallette, NJ

New Jersey

Long Branch, NJ

New Jersey

Longport, NJ

New Jersey

Loveladies, NJ

New Jersey

Manasquan, NJ

New Jersey

Mantoloking, NJ

New Jersey
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Margate City, NJ

New Jersey

Monmouth Beach, NJ

New Jersey

Normandy Beach, NJ

New Jersey

North Beach Haven, NJ

New Jersey

North Wildwood, NJ

New Jersey

Ocean City, NJ

New Jersey

Ocean Grove, NJ

New Jersey

Ortley Beach, NJ

New Jersey

Point Pleasant Beach, NJ

New Jersey

Sandy Hook, NJ

New Jersey

Sea Bright, NJ

New Jersey

Sea Girt, NJ

New Jersey

Sea Isle City, NJ

New Jersey

Seaside Heights, NJ

New Jersey

Seaside Park, NJ

New Jersey

Ship Bottom, NJ

New Jersey

Spray Beach, NJ

New Jersey

Spring Lake, NJ

New Jersey

Stone Harbor, NJ

New Jersey

Strathmere, NJ

New Jersey

Surf City, NJ

New Jersey

Ventnor City, NJ

New Jersey

Wildwood, NJ

New Jersey

Wildwood Crest, NJ

New Jersey
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Pullen Island, NJ

New Jersey

Amagansett, NY

New York

Atlantic Beach, NY

New York

Bridgehampton, NY

New York

East Hampton, NY

New York

Fire Island, NY

New York

Hampton Bays, NY

New York

Jones Beach, NY

New York

Lido Beach, NY

New York

Long Beach, NY

New York

Montauk, NY

New York

Napeague, NY

New York

Quogue, NY

New York

Sagaponack, NY

New York

Silver Point Park, NY

New York

Breezy Point, NY

New York

Southampton, NY

New York

Flying Point Beach - Water Mill, NY

New York

Westhampton Beach, NY

New York

Smith Point, NY

New York

Rockaway Park, NY

New York

Robert Moses State Park, NY

New York

Far Rockaway, NY

New York

Wainscott, NY

New York
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Atlantic Beach, NC

North Carolina

Avon, NC

North Carolina

Bald Head Island, NC

North Carolina

Buxton, NC

North Carolina

Cape Lookout National Seashore, NC

North Carolina

Carolina Beach, NC

North Carolina

Caswell Beach, NC

North Carolina

Corolla, NC

North Carolina

Duck, NC

North Carolina

Emerald Isle, NC

North Carolina

Figure Eight Island, NC

North Carolina

Fort Fisher State Recreation Area, NC

North Carolina

Fort Macon State Park, NC

North Carolina

Frisco, NC

North Carolina

Hatteras, NC

North Carolina

Holden Beach, NC

North Carolina

Indian Beach, NC

North Carolina

Kill Devil Hills, NC

North Carolina

Kitty Hawk, NC

North Carolina

Kure Beach, NC

North Carolina

Long Beach - Oak Island, NC

North Carolina

Nags Head, NC

North Carolina

North Topsail Beach, NC

North Carolina

Oak Island, NC

North Carolina
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Ocean Isle, NC

North Carolina

Ocracoke Island, NC

North Carolina

Pine Knoll Shores, NC

North Carolina

Rodanthe, NC

North Carolina

Salter Path, NC

North Carolina

Salvo, NC

North Carolina

Southern Shores, NC

North Carolina

Sunset Beach, NC

North Carolina

Surf City, NC

North Carolina

Topsail Beach, NC

North Carolina

Waves, NC

North Carolina

Wrightsville Beach, NC

North Carolina

Yaupon Beach - Oak Island, NC

North Carolina

Masonboro Island, NC

North Carolina

Hammocks Beach State Park, NC

North Carolina

Lea-Hutaff Island, NC

North Carolina

Atlantic Beach, RI

Rhode Island

Blue Shutters Beach, RI

Rhode Island

Collins Beach - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Deep Hole Beach - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

Charlestown Breachway Beach, RI

Rhode Island

East Beach, RI

Rhode Island

East Island - Little Compton, RI

Rhode Island

East Matunuck State Beach - South Kingstown,

Rhode Island
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RI
Easton's Beach - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Misquamicut, RI

Rhode Island

Moonstone Beach - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

Napatree Point, RI

Rhode Island

Jerusalem - Narragansett, RI

Rhode Island

Prices Neck - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Quonochontaug, RI

Rhode Island

Roger Wheeler State Park - Narragansett, RI

Rhode Island

Sachuest Beach - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Salty Brine State Beach/Galilee Beach Club
Beach - Narragansett, RI

Rhode Island

Scarborough State Beach - Narragansett, RI

Rhode Island

West Island - Little Compton, RI

Rhode Island

Watch Hill, RI

Rhode Island

Willow Dell Beach Club - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

Weekapaug, RI

Rhode Island

Watch Hill Historic District, RI

Rhode Island

Beavertail State Park, RI

Rhode Island

Block Island, RI

Rhode Island

Brenton Point State Park - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Briggs Beach - Little Compton, RI

Rhode Island

Browning Beach - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

Goose Neck Cove - Newport, RI

Rhode Island
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Gooseberry Beach - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Gooseberry Island, RI

Rhode Island

Goosewing Beach - Little Compton, RI

Rhode Island

Green Hill Beach - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

Hazard's Beach - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

King's Beach - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Little Compton Beach (North)/Little Pond Cove,
RI

Rhode Island

Little Compton Beach (South), RI

Rhode Island

Matunuck Town Beach - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

Point Judith - Narragansett, RI

Rhode Island

Narragansett Pier, RI

Rhode Island

Narragansett Town Beach, RI

Rhode Island

Newport Cliffwalk Area, RI

Rhode Island

Ocean Avenue/Between Lily Pond and Almy
Pond - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Roy Carpenter's Beach - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

South Shore Beach - Little Compton, RI

Rhode Island

Spouting Rock Beach - Newport, RI

Rhode Island

Trustom Beach - South Kingstown, RI

Rhode Island

West Beach - Little Compton, RI

Rhode Island

Atlantic Beach - North Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Briarcliffe Acres - Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Bull Island, SC

South Carolina
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Cape Island, SC

South Carolina

Capers Island, SC

South Carolina

Cedar Island, SC

South Carolina

Cherry Grove Beach - North Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Crescent Beach - North Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Debidue Island, SC

South Carolina

Deveaux Bank, SC

South Carolina

Dewees Island, SC

South Carolina

Edisto Island, SC

South Carolina

Folly Beach/Folly Island - Charleston, SC

South Carolina

Fripp Island, SC

South Carolina

Garden City Beach, SC

South Carolina

Hilton Head Island, SC

South Carolina

Hunting Island, SC

South Carolina

Huntington Beach State Park, SC

South Carolina

Isle of Palms, SC

South Carolina

Kiawah Island, SC

South Carolina

Lighthouse Island, SC

South Carolina

Litchfield Beach, SC

South Carolina

Morris Island - Charleston, SC

South Carolina

Murphy Island, SC

South Carolina

Murrells Inlet, SC

South Carolina

Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Myrtle Beach State Park, SC

South Carolina
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North Island/Collins Island, SC

South Carolina

North Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Ocean Lakes - Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Pawleys Island, SC

South Carolina

Pirateland Beach - Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Pritchards Island, SC

South Carolina

Pockoy Island/Botany Bay Island, SC

South Carolina

Raccoon Key/Cape Romain, SC

South Carolina

Sand Island/South Island, SC

South Carolina

Seabrook North Beach/Seabrook Island, SC

South Carolina

South Myrtle Beach, SC

South Carolina

Sullivan's Island, SC

South Carolina

Surfside Beach, SC

South Carolina

Waites Island, SC

South Carolina

Bay Point Island, SC

South Carolina

Chincoteague Island National Wildlife
Refuge/Assateague Island, VA

Virginia

False Cape State Park - Virginia Beach, VA

Virginia

Fort Story - Virginia Beach, VA

Virginia

Sandbridge - Virginia Beach, VA

Virginia

Virginia Beach, VA

Virginia
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Distance from Beach

Beachfront
Less than 1/4 Mile but not
Beachfront
1/4 - 1/2 Mile
1/2 - 1 Mile
1- 5 Miles
More than 5 Miles

Time on Day-Trip

Less than 1 hour
1-2 hours
2-3 hours
3-4 hours
4-5 hours
5-6 hours
6-7 hours
7-8 hours
More than 8 hours
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Time on Short Overnight-Trip

1 Night
2 Nights
3 Nights

Time on Long Overnight-Trip

4 Nights
5 Nights
6 Nights
7 Nights
8 Nights
9 Nights
10 Nights
11 Nights
12 Nights
13 Nights
14 Nights
15 Nights
16 Nights
17 Nights
18 Nights
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19 Nights
20 Nights
21 Nights
22 Nights
23 Nights
24 Nights
25 Nights
26 Nights
27 Nights
28 Nights
29 Nights
30 Nights
31 Nights

Short Overnight-Trip Expenses

$0
$1-$100
$101-$200
$201-$300
$301-$500
$501-$750
$751-$1000
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$1001-$1250
$1251-$1500
$1501-$1750
$1751-$2000
$2001-$3000
$3001-$4000
$4001-$5000
More than $5000

Long Overnight-Trip Expenses

$0
$1-$250
$251-$500
$501-$750
$751-$1000
$1001-$1250
$1251-$1500
$1501-$1750
$1751-$2000
$2001-$3000
$3001-$4000
$4001-$5000
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$5001-$7500
$7501-$10000
More than $10000
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